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SUMMARY
Ultrastructural changes in the microvascular bed
of the periodontal ligament (pOU) 'i ncident to the appl ied
forces have rarely been reported. Clark (1986) and Lew
(1986) demonstrated changes in the fenestrae populations and
Cooper (1988) established there was an increase of tissue
channels when a tensile load h,as applied to the PDL.
However, there are no published data on the effects on the
endothelial junctions or their dimensions where there is an
app'l ied loading to the PDL.
The purpose of this investigation was to
morphological ly study and quantitatively compare the
dimensions of endothelial junctions in the microvascular bed
of the normal PDL w'ith those of the tensioned PDL.
The rat maxillary molar specimen blocks were
from Cooper's study (1988). Twelve week old male Porton rats
were used as the experimental animal model. A 1.0 N.
extrusive load was app'l ied contìnuously, for a period of 30
minutes, to the right first molar. The contralateral left
f irst molar served as the experimenta'l controì. The t'issue
r4as demineralized in a solution of 0.1 M. EDTA in O.06 M.
cacodylate buffer and 2.5% glutaraldehyde for I 12 weeks.
Then the tissue was post-fixed in 296 osmium tetrox'i de,
dehydrated through a graded ethanol series, infiltrated with
propy'lene oxide and AgarR 1oo, and emdedded in AgarR 1oo.
X1
Four matchi ng pai rs of experi mental and contro'l
blocks f rom f our animal s h,ere selected f or this
investigation. The silver sections were prepared using a
Rei chert-Jung oM-u4 ul trami crotome. The secti ons were
stai ned wi th uranyl acetate and Reynol ds' I ead so'l uti on.
The area to be examined was the pDL at the most mesial side
of the first molar, The tìssue was examined at levels 2so
mi crons apart f rom the cervi cal to apjcal region. A mi nimal
number of 15o complete junctions from the normal pDL and lso
comp'lete junctions from tensioned PDL were selected random'ly
for the examination.
A transmission electron microscope, JEM -2OOO FX,
was used to examine and photograph the sections. The
goniometer was used to explore the junctions so that the
narrowest opposing membranes could be studied and measured.
Measurements were made of the various widths and depths aìong
the junctions.
Five types of brood vessels were encountered in
the investigatìon, i .e. , V€nous capi I raries, arteriat
capi'l laries, postcapil lary-sized venules, terminal arterio'les
and small collect'i ng venules. The morphology of the
junctions was found to be related to the type of blood
vessel.
There were three types of junction found in the
PDL microvasculature, i.e., close junctions, tight junctions
and open junctions. No gap junctions were found. There were
no significant differences in the numbers of each junct'ion
x'i I
type between normaì and tensioned pDL. A chi-square anarysis
also indicated that the proportion of tight junctions waa not
significantly different among different types of bìood
vesseJs- However, a significant change in the dimensions of
junctions was found.
crose.ivnctions were in the majority forming gox
of all the junctions investigated. The width of the crose
region was approximatery s-6 nm. The junction width of the
close junctions at the non-crose/tight region increased (9.4x)
as a result of extrusive -lqads (p(O.01). Since the close
junctions comprise the majo.ity of junctions in the pDL, t,he
increase in the junction width could lmply that the ftuid and
substrate exchange through the junctions arso increased
incident to the extrusive ìoad. rt is therefore possibre
that close junctions are one of the major exchange pathways
i n the pDL mi crovascu'lature.
T j ght .iunctions were found i n approximatel y l6Í of
junctìon popurat'ion. The tight reg.ions where the opposing
membranes fused were commonry found in the ruminar third
(87.5%) . The ti ght regions appeared to be . spot-fusion,
rather than 'zone-fusion'. There was no significant change
ìn the junction width of the tight junctions.
Open .iunctions were rarely found (4X). They were
found only in the venous capillaries and postcapitlary_sized
venules where the wal'ls were relativeìy thin. The pore sizes
ranged from 136 nm. to 1231 nm.
xiii
The junction depth was found to have a strong
positive corre'laÈion to ühe endothel ì a'l waì I thi ckness
across t,he middle of the junction (p<0.001 ).
The organization of the endothe'l iat junctions
:in three dimensions could not be determined by thin section
technique in this study. since the three-dimensjonaì
reconstruction of tìght junctions requires a series of u'ltra-
thin sections. Further investigat'ion of junctions by freeze-
fracture repl icas is suggested.
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some investigators consider that the vascular
system of t,he periodontal ligament (pDL) ptays an important
role in the tooth support system. severaì functional
hypotheses have been proposed, such âs, hydrau'l ic damping
(Bien and Ayer, 1965), a squeeze film effect and cirsoid
aneurysms (Bien, 1966), thixotropic côncepts (Kardos and
simpson,198o) and viscoelastic properties (picton and
Wiìls, 1978). Some evidence has shown that changes in
vascu'lar volume in the PDL inftuence the posjtion of the
tooth (Wills et â1.,1976, 1978). Experimental tooth ìoading
i s al so cl ai med to change the PDL vascul at,ure ( Bi en and
Ayers, 1965; Bien, 1966; cianelìy, 1969; Rygh, 1972a, 1972b,
1973, 1976; Gaengler and Merte, t9B3; Lindskog and Li lja,
1984). However, the clear cut mechanism(s) of the role of
the PDL vasculature and interstitial tissue in the tooth
supporting system has not been demonstraÈed.
The transport pathways through the wal ls of bìood
vesseìs are :- direct cellular traverse through the membrane,
close or open junctions, vesicles and fenestrae (Renkin,
1977; Casley-Smith,1983). Clark (19e6) and Lew (1996)
demonstrated the changes of the fenestrae population in the
PDL vascu'lature, incident to appl ied pressure and tension.
Cooper (1988) and Cooper et al. (199O) jnvestigated the
transport of a tracer moìecule, via the 'tissue channeìs',
across the PDL vascular endotheìium. rt would seêm to be
I
log'ical to examine the possibte role of junctions in f'luid
flow incident to an appl ied force. However, apart from the
menÈion of PDL endothelial junctions in an abstract report by
corpron et al. (1976), no studies of normal junctions or the
effects of tooth loading on junctions have been reported in
the dental literature.
Close junctions are assumed to be an-important
passage way for waÈer and small molecuìes, and open junctions
for macromolecules and celìs (casley-smith, lgg3; simionescu
et â1., 1984). The passage through this pathway may become
exacerbated during inflammatory reactions (simionescu et al.,
1984). The endothel ia'l cel ls and the'ir junctional barrier
could be biologically manipulated to either increased or
decreased permeability (reviewed by shepro et aì., tgBB).
Junctionaì complexes in other microvascular beds
have been studied qualitatively and quantitativeìy (reviewed
by Casley-Smith, 1967, 1981, 19Bg; Renkin et â1., 1977;
Simionescu et â1., I97Z, 1974a, 1974b, 1975a, 197Sb, 1976,
1978; Pitts and simms, 1977; schneeberger and Lynch, 1gg4).
some controversy exists, probably due to differences in the
techniques used and the tissues investigated. The
endothelium of each microvascular segment has its own
junctionaì organization and sìgnificantly differs in
thickness, vesicle density, occurence of channels, and other
characteristics. Thus the search for the structural basis of
permeabi I ity shouìd be special ìy related to a given
microvessel of a certain circulatory bed (s'imionescu et â1 .,
1se4),
?
The purpose of this study is to morphologicalìy
study and quantitatively compare vascular endothet ia'l
junctions in normal PDL and in the PDL subjected to a short




To morphoìogically study the type, number and the
dimensions of endothelial junctions in normal periodontar
'l igament (PDL) of rat maxi'l lary first molars and in
tensioned PDL incident to an extrusive force of 1.0 N.
for a perìod of 30 minutes.
2 To quantitatively compare the type and
endothelial junctions in normaì PDL of
first molars with tensioned PDL.
d i mens i ons of
rat max'i llary
3 To quantitatively compare the responses of different
types of endothe'l i al juncti on to the extrusi ve I oad
related to different categories of blood vessels in the
PDL of rat max'i llary first molars. The analysis is to
be based on a minimum of 150 random sections along the
mesia'l si de of the root length of normat pDL and i 50
random sect'ions of tensioned PDL incident to a continuous
extrusive force.
To test the hypothesis that, endothel'ial junctions in the
PDL may undergo dimens'ional changes with tension loads
and thus provide an enhanced route for fluid and




CHAPTER 3 LITERATURE REVIET{
l.THE VASCULATURE OF THE PERIODONTAL LIGAMENT
The periodontal 'l igament (pOl_) is a highty vascular
fibrous connective tissue which serves three main functions
for the tooth and ìts surrounding structures. The
vasculature must be adequate to provide the physiologicaì
exchange of material between the btood and the pDL tissue.
The vascular system also acts as a cushion, assisting in the
mechanjsms of tooth support, and provides for the significant
exchange between the blood and the pDL components in
vi scoel asti c and/or thi xotropi c i ntersti ti al supporti ng
systems (rev'iewed by Edwaìì, t9g2).
1.1 GROSS ANATOMY :
The PDLs receive their arterial supp'ly from several
different sources. rn the maxì ì la, the vessels supp'lying
the PDL are derived mainly from the superior alveolar
artery. Additional supplies come from the greater palatine
artery v'ia the lingual gingìva and from the tabial branches
of the faciaì and infraorbital arteries. rn the mandible,
the ma'in vessels are derived from the inferior alveolar
artery wjth addjtional branches from the sublingual branch
of the f ingual artery via the gìngiva and also from branches
of the buccaì , i nferi or ì abi al , masseteri c and mental
arteries. These vessels run into the marrow spaces of the
alveolar bone and subsequent'l y enter the pDL at various
I evel s.
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The veins in the pDL drain into the veins in Èhe
intera'lveolar and interradicular septi. The veins do not
follow the arteries, but join to form rarger veins in the
interalveo'lar septi which are connected to a rich venous
network surrounding the apex of each alveolus. rn the
maxi 'l I a, the vei ns accompany the superi or arteri es and drai n
either anteriorly into the fac'ial vein or posteriorly into
the pterygoid venous p'lexus. The main venous dra'inage of the
mandible is via periosteal veins which themselves drain into
the jugular veins. several inferioralveolar veins accompany
the inferioralveolar arteries and may drain anteriorly
through ühe mental foramen i nto the faci al vei n, oF
posteriorly through the mandibular foramen into the pterygiod
venous pl exus. ( Edwal 1 , 1 982 )
1 .2 MICROSCOPIC STRUCTURE AND VASCULAR ARRANGEMENT :
The vascular arrangements of the pDL of rat molars
v.rere observed by Ki ndl ova and Matena ( 1 962 ) , us i ng i ntra-
arterial 'latex perfusion. The arrangements were found to be
simi]ar to those seen in primates. The main vessels of the
ligament were arranged in paìisades and ran parallel to the
ìong axis of the tooth and branched to form a basket-like
capi I ì ary network surround i ng the root surface. These
vessels were enc'losed by ìoose connective t'issue and passed
between Èhe principa] f ibre bundles of the I igament. There
were no direct anastomoses between periodontal and gingival
arteries, but communicating capillaries were seen between
gingìva'l arterioles and PDL veins.
o
Carranza et al. (1966) found that the vascular
p'lexus was I ocated cl oser to the bone than the cementum.
However, the continuously growing incjsors were the exception
in that the vascu'lar plexus of the periodonti um around the
ename'l organ appeared closer to the enameì than the bone.
This findjng may be re'lated to the need for a greater blood
supp'ly for enamel-forming tissue. Blood vessels supplying
the alveolar bone provided branches to the pDL, particuìarìy
'i n the m j dd I e and ap'i cal th i rds of the root. These vesse'l s
emerged perpendicular to the long axis of the root and
immediately bent taking a direction parallel to the long axis
of the tooth.
rn rat and mouse mol ars, connecti ons v.rere seen
between periodontal and puìpal b'lood vessels which were not
found i n other speci es. These connecti ons occured
particu'larly in the apical third of the root and in the
bifurcation area. Vascular connections between gingival and
peri odonta'l b'lood vesse'ls were rare.
Garfunkel and sciaky ('l971) studied the vascular-
ization of the rat pDL using perfusion of an rndia ink
suspension, composed of 4 to 5 micron granu'les, into the
common carotid artery. The authors stated that each tooth
with its surroundings had a comp'lex vascular neÈwork that was
directed to its particuìar functions. Each network was
close'ly connected with others form'ing a complex blood supply
source which could easily provide a compensatory blood supply
when necessary.
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The complex periodontal network was connected
cìosely to the blood vessels of the pulp, the alveoìar bone,
the marrow space, and the supra-periosteal capillary network
of the gingiva. The cìose relationship between the
periodontal and gi ngi val capi I I ary network showed the
existence of a plexus common to the termjnaì vessels of the
inferioralveolar and facial arteries.
The maxi l'lary and the mandi bul ar mol ar vascul ar
arrangements were similar. The main vesseìs in the apical
region supptied the tooth pulp and the surrounding pDL. The
"hammock-like" network was formed by larger vessels running
paralleì to the long axis of the tooth and the thinner
vessels that. crossed over and joined perpendicuìarly to the
larger ones. The pDL vessels did not terminate at the apex
of t,he alveolar crest, but were joìned with the supra-
periosÈeal blood vessels by a direct or an indjrect link
through the bone.
The maxillary incisor and the mandibular incisor
showed similar vascular arrangements. The blood supply to
the incisor was much richer than that to Èhe molar. The
blood vesseìs of the periodontium in the cementum region were
wider and thicker than those of the enamel region, whjch
indicated that there was a richer blood supply in the more
active tissues.
I
2. MICROCIRCULATION OF THE PERIODONTAL LIGAMENT
The patterns of Èhe mi crovascu'r ature vary
tremendous'ly f rom one ti ssue to another representi ng a
speci a'l i zed f uncti onal uni t wi thi n each organ. Di ff erent
parts of the same organ system may have their ovvn anatomical
or physiological arrangement of the microvascu'lature (Majno,
1 965 ) . The mì croc'i rcul atory bed of the pDL not onl y served
functional ly for the exchange of gases and nutritiona.l
demands but al so served as a cush i on ass.isti ng i n the
equal i zati on of masti catory force . ( Fo I ke and stal I ard ,
1s67).
At the histo'logic leve'l , Folke and staìlard (1967)
suggested that the pDL vascu'l ature cons jsted of a greater
number of either preferential channels or an overall increase
in vesset diameter compared with those of the gingìva and
periostium. Garfunke'l and Sciaky ( 1971 ) also reported that,
the rat PDL vesseìs seemed to get smaller and thinner when
they entered the alveolar bone.
2.1 CLASSIFICATTON :
Microvasculature is a term used to describe a
network of microscopìc vessels. The arterioles, the
capi'l laries, the venous capillari es, the postcapillary
venules, the collecting venules and the muscular venules are
referred to as the microvascular bed which is structurally
and functionally part of the tissue they supply. An
extensive general classif ication of microvessels, estab'l ished
by Rhodin (1967, 1969) is shown in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2
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Generally as above but
with many filaments
parallel to the long axis
of the blood vesseiand
with more pinoêytotic
vesicles.
Cell protr udes. towar ds
vessel lumen, nucleus










One layer of smooth
muscle cells.








nerves closer to vessel
wall with more frequent
contacts with the smooth
muscle layer, some
myoendot helial junctions.
An increased number of
unmyelinated nerves
associated with a decrease
in lumen diameter, frequent
neuromuscular and myo-
endothelial junctions.
Precapillary 7 -L5pm Less than 5gm
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As above but with specific
endothelial granules.
In mouse PDL, Freezer ( I 994 ) cl assi fi ed the
mi crovesse'ls i nto 4 types, based on the vesse'l di arneter and
the appearance of pericytes as foìlows i
1.capi1ìary-sized vessels with an internal diameter of
four to seven mi crons, wi th a parti al or compìete per.icyt.ic
ce'l 'l u I ar i nvestment .
2.capi llary-s'ized vessels without a pericytic cel'lular
i nvestment.
3. Postcapi 1 t ary-si zed vessel s wi th an i nt,erna'l di ameter
of I to 30 microns, with associated pericytes being few in
number or absent.




Clark ( 1986) modif led Rhodin's c'lassif ication to
the microvascular bed in the pDL of the rats into
and venous types as shown in Table 1.3
TABLE 1.3 classìfication of blood vessels in the pDL of the
rat maxi'l lary first mo]ar. (Clark, 1996)
Blood vessel type Lumen Endothel ial Wal l
Terminal Arteriole 10-30 um
Arteriaì Capi ì ìary 5-1 0 um
Venous Capi ì lary 8-1O um
No fenestrae.
0.5-1.5 um. smooth muscle
I ayer.




endothel ial wal I .
Fenestrae and perikaryon
I ayer.
Vlal'l thickness O.04-0.3 um
Incomplete pericytic
covering. Some fenestrae.
Wall thickness 0.05-0.S um
Postcapì1'lary Venule lO-3O um
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2.2 TYPE OF BLOOD VESSELS :
The types of vessel in the microvascular bed of the
PDL, according to vessel luminal diameters and ultra-
structuraì criteria, range from terminal arterioìes through
precapillary sphincters, arterial cap.i llaries, venous
capì I laries to postcapi t lary-si zed venules. The vesseì
luminal diameters vary from 4 microns to approximately 3s
microns. Vessels are predominantly postcap.i t lary-si zed
venules with a lesser number of capiìlaries (sims 19gg,
hleekes 1983, Freezer 1984, weekes and sims l996, Freezer and
Sims 1987).
Frank, Fêllinger and Steuer (1976) examined the
rat molar PDL and found that most of the blood capi I laries
are of the continous type but a few fenestrated capillarjes
may be seen. shore, Berkovìtz and Moxham (19g3) investigated
the fenestrated capillaries in rat mandibular incisor pDL and
found that the PDL vesseìs exhibited significant numbers of
f enestrati ons, al though such cap i t I ar i es are not usua I 'l y
f ound i n .f i brous connecti ve ti ssues. Fenestrated
capillaries in the PDL u,ere also reported by corpron et al.
1 976 , Rygh 1 97ô, s'ims I gg3, shore et ar . 1999, Moxham et al .
1985, Clark 1986, Lew 1986. Sims (1993) has suggested the
term'apericytìc'venuìes for the venules that did not have
the compì ete I ayers of peri cytes and vei I ce'l I s. Freezer
and sims (1987) reported that 7o% of postcapillary-sized
venuìes were devoid of a pericytic cellular investment in the
plane of section.
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2.3 DISTRIBUTION OF BLOOD VESSELS :
Anisotropic dìstribution of microvascular volume jn
the PDL of the mouse mandibular molar was described by sims
(1987), Freezer and Sims (1997). Maximum vascular volume
occured in the I ingual quadrants and minimum volume
characterised the buccal quadrants. The vascular volumes in
the mesial and the distat quadrants ylere slightly larger than
those in the buccal quadrants. Vertically, the vascular
volume increased from the cervical to apical region. Across
the l'igament, the middte third contained the greatest volume,
and the tooth third contained the smalìest volume.
Corpron et aI. (1976) described the distribution
of different.types of blood vessels in the pDL of the mouse
molar. continuous capìllaries were found in the centraì
part of the PDL, whereas the fenestrated capillaries were
found peripheralìy and close to the ost,eoblastic layer.
Smal'l arterioles with incomplete muscular coatings were found
near alveolar bone or near the cementum. shore et aì.
(1983) described the distribution of fenestrated capillaries
along the rat mandibular incisor root. rn the apical region,
the periodontal vessels contained more fenestrations (g.s x
106 fenestrations per m.3 of tissue) than those in occlusal
region ( 1 x 106 fenestrations per rnm.3 of t jssue) .
The microvascular bed of the mouse mandibular moìar
PDL was investigated by Sjms (t9gg). postcapillary_sized
venules were the predominant structures in the venous pool in
both the cervjcal and apical regions. rn the apical region,
these vesseìs were noticeably larger and more numerous.
1+
Morphological ly, the vessels in the apical reg.ion appeared to
be devoi d of peri cytes and therefore conformed to
'aperi cytì c' post-capi I I ary venu'les.
ste reo'l og i ca] study of the b I ood vesse I s of the
mouse molar PDL, using a transmission e'lectron microscope
( Freezer and Si ms, t 997 ) , showed that ggtX of the vessel s
were venous type and 12% of the vessels were capillary type.
The a'lveol ar thi rd contai ned the greatest number of both
types of vessels. None of the venous vessels were found in
the tooth third. of the venous vessels, 70fo were devoid of
a pericytic cellular invesment in the plane of section.
2.4 ULTRASTRUCTURE :
Corpron et a] . (1976) described the ultrastructure
of the termi na] vesse'ls i n the pDL of mouse mo]ars. They
stated that capillaries showed finger-like projections that
protruded into the lumen. The cytoplasm of the endothelial
cel ls contained numerous microvesicles, scattered ribosomes,
and small oval mitochondrja. occasional tlght junctions
appeared between endothelial cells lined complete'ly by a
distinct basement lamina but incompletety encircled by
pericytes. rn fenestrated capi'l laries, pores appeared a'long
fìattened areas of the capilìary wall as 30 to so nm.
openìngs bridged by thin membranes continuous with either
side of the endothe'ì ia] cell. They aìso suggested that
these fenestrations may represent rapid pathways for
metabol i te transport across the endothet i um to the
extravascular compartment, where hi gh metabol ic requi rements
of growth or repair occur.
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Three-dimensional microvascular morphology of the
rat molar PDL, using the sEM vascular casting technique, h,as
demonstrated by Weekes and Sims (1986). The vessels around
the bucca'l and lingual walls and over the interdental septum
were arranged in a similar pattern, but at the interdental
septum the vesseìs were more closely packed. Tracts of four
to s'ix vessels which coursed occluso-apical ly, had two sizes
of blood vessels. Vessels with a diameter of six to ten
microns were classified as capillaries and those with an
average diameter of zo microns as venules. capil'laries
branched and intertwined around the venules, but anastomoses
were infrequent. rn the interradicular septum region, the
postcapi I ìary venu'l es coursed occluso-apical ly for a
distance of between loo-4oo microns before re-entering the
bone.
The direction of vascular flow at the buccal and
ìinguaì walls, and adjacent to the interdental septum, was
postulated to be from the occlusal down to the apical region.
However, in the interradicular area the flow was from the
apical aspect up toward the crest of the septum.
2.5 MICROVASCULAR I{ALL :
The ultrastructure of the blood vessel walls in
mouse molar PDL, using the transmission electron m.icroscope,
was reported by Sims (1993). The results of the
investigation differed significantly from Rhodin's
classification (1968) in their scarcity of pericytes, the
presence of fenestrae, and the existence of unmyelinated
nerves and nerve endings aìongside the endothelium. The
1Þ
endothel jum of postcapi I lary-sized
thin with occasional fenestrae being
venules þras relativety
present.
The f requency of fenestrae accorded wi t,h the
observati ons of Casl ey-Smì th ( 1 970, 1 97 I ) who demonstrated
that fenestrae were several times more common in the venous
limbs of capil'l aries than arteria'l limb capillaries.
Postcapillary-sized vessels appeared to have a continuous
basement membrane and many showed an incomplete ìayer of
peli cytes. Large areas of the endot,he I i al waì I i n
postcapillary-sìzed vesse'l s, as well as in venous
capi'l laries, were exposed to the enveloping coì'lagen bundles
with only the basement membrane intervening.
unmyer i nated nerves and nerve endi ngs are
f requentl y f ound a'l ongsi de the endothel i um of vênous
capi I laries and postcapi l lary-sized venu'les. rn the apical
third, the venous vessers become significantly larger. They
appear to be devoid of pericytes and comprise endotheljal-
'l i ke tubes w i th on 1 y the basement membrane and occasi ona'l I y
ve'i I cells interven'ing between the endoüheìium and the
enve'loping col'lagen f ibre bundles. The ratios of luminal
diameter to vascular wall thickness were also reported.
Venous capi I ìaries in the cervical region averaged 20:1.
ce rv'i ca'l zone postcap i I 'l ary venu I es app rox i mated 30 : l
whereas many apical postcapi l'lary venu'les had ratios which
exceeded 6O:1 (Sjms, l9g3).
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3. THE EFFECT OF FORCES ON THE PERTODONTAL LIGAI{ENT
VASCULATURE
The complex hydrodynamic structure of the pDL
consists of three major fluid sysÈems which are :-
1. The circulatory systems of blood which course within
vesse'l wal 'ls.
2. The viscoelastic system made up of the ceì'ls and
fibres of the periodontium.
3. The extra-ci rculatory system of interstitial
fluids which fill the space between the cells, fibres, blood
vessels, tooth and bone.
Each system has its characteristic response to
pressure of various application rates and intensities. (Bien
and Ayers, 1965; Bien, 1966a, 1966b; pìcton, 1963; pìcton and
l,lì I 'ls, 1978 ) .
3.1 MICROSCOPIC CHANGES :
Bjen and Ayers (.|965) described the characteristics
of a hydrauìic damper provìded by the blood flow that is
'soft' when there is a slow application rate of force, but
becomes 'hard' when the application rate of force is
'increased.
Bien (1966a) stated that the extracellular fluid
system dissipated part of the force acting on a tooth and
acted to restore t,he tooth to the equìlibrium position. The
d rag ef f ect of the pDL ori teeth was exe rted by the
intracellular fluids confined within the cerls and fibres.
He aìso proposed that there þrere two damping effects in the
tooth support mechanism. The first dampìng effect was a
1g
squeeze fj 1m effect involving the interstitiat fìuid. The
second damping effect was provided by the passage through the
walìs of smaller blood vessels of fìuid, entrapped because of
constriction of the vessels by the stretched periodontal
fibres. The flow of blood in the vessels was occluded by
the entwining periodontal fìbres. M.inute gas bubbles were
formed beìow the sÈenosis due to the drop of pressure. Above
the stenosis, f luid dif f used through the wal'l s of the
'cirsoid aneurysms' formed by the build-up of pressure. To
date, rìo morphologic evidence has been published to support
this hypothetical structure.
Gianelly (1969) indicated the close relationship
between vascu'lar i ntegri ty of the pDL and the type of
resorption resulting from an applied force. He suggested
that the vascular supply of the pDL pìayed a strategic role
in determining the type of bone resorption that fol ìows force
app'l ication. Light force stimulated f rontal resorption
whi le heavy force, wh'ich occluded the vascular channels,
obl iterated the nutritional supply for cel'lular activity and
hydraulic transmission of force in the ligament.
walker et al. (1979) and Ng et al. (r9gr) suggested
that the major contribution of tooth support is provided by
the 'solid' co'l lagen fibers and semi-soìid ground substance
compartments of the ligament acting in conjunction with the
peri odontal vascul ature.
A mi croscopi c study i n rats, i nvesti gated by
Gaeng'ler and Merte (1993), revealed that both compression and
tension in the PDL led to ischemic areas beginn.ing in the
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venu'les and capi l'laries spreading in the smal I veins and
arteries, and ending with the main arteries. However,the
compression zones were more affected. This investigation also
demonstrated the independence in structure and function of
the PDL and gingivaì blood circulation.
3.2 ULTRASTRUCTURAL CHANGES :
Rygh (1972a, 1972b, 1973, 1976) has reported on the
ultrastructural vascuìar changes in both pressure and tension
zones of PDL incident to orthodontic tooth movement in humans
and rats. The findings indicated that advanced cellular and
vascular changes precede the fibrillar alterations.
rn .pressure zones, the ul trast,ructural vascu I ar
changes were distinguished into three stages :-
The initial stage showed the slowing of brood
circuìation which was characterized by the dilatation of
blood vesse'ls, packing of erythrocytes, and the presence of
platelets and f'loccular materiaì interspersed between the
cel lular e'lements,
The second stage was the partial disintegrat.ion
of blood vesseìs, degeneration of endothelial and
perivascular cells and basal lamina, thus allowing commu-
nication between the lumen of the blood vessels and the
perivascular tissue space. Degeneration of endothel ial
cells was characterized by intercellular swelling, dilatation
of the endoplasmic reticulum, separation of the nucleus from
the cytoplasm and the formation of c'l ear vacuoles.
Fragmentation of red b'lood cel]s also occured in this stage.
2q
The third stage showed the complete disintegration
of blood vessels which was characterized by close packing of
the erythrocytes and a tortuous appearance of basement
membrane. Morphologica] alterations increased in severity
with increasìng tìme. Despite the time factor, the findings
in rats were morphorogical ly simi'l ar to those in humans,
except the crysta'l 'l i zation of erythrocytes which was found
only in rats. However, rat and human tissue cannot be
compared directly because of the experimental conditions and
the differences in vascularities (Götze, iggo; wills et â1.,
1s76).
rn tension zones, marked changes occurred in t,he
cells, fibre systems and ground substance on the cementum
and alveoìar bone surfaces of the pDL. vascular changes did
not seem to be dramati c, but a s'l i ght di I atati on seemed to
occur. Fenestrated vessel walls were occasionally observed.
orthodontical'ly induced vascular injuries to the
PDL were studi ed by Li ndskog and Li t ja ( t 9g4 ) , . us.ing a
scanning electron microscope. Extravasated erythrocytes,
eichjnocytes and platelets in various stages of degeneration
were found in the pressure zones. This study indicated that
the ti ssue reacti ons I eadi ng to remode'l i ng of the pDL are
assoc'iated with local vascuì ar i njuries and subsequent
formation of a coagu'lum. Macrophages seemed to be the cells
wh'ich play the most important, role during removal of the
hya'l i ne zone.
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3.3 EXTRUSIVE LOADS :
Much less is known about the source and nature of
extrusive loads and their effects upon tooth position and the
PDL than is known about intrusive loads. (reviewed by Moxham
and Berkovitz, 1982b) Oral soft tìssues, gravity, st.icky
foods, certain habits and orthodontic procedures can produce
extrusjve movements. on applying the extrusive load, a
biphasic response is seen. rn the first phase,
instantaneous extrusion occured rapidìy. The second phase
i nvol ved a more gradua'l extrusi on. Bi en and Ayers ( 1 96s ) ,
Bien (1966a), Moxham and Berkovitz (19g2b) have suggested
that intrusive and extrusive loads may be resisted by
di fferent mechanj sms. However, pi cton ( I 9g6 ) showed the
similar character of the load displacement and recovery
response to both intrusive and extrusive toads applied to
the PDL of adu]t monkeys. The report suggested that the
mechanism of tooth support may be similar for either type of
I oad.
Lew (1986) investigated the effects of a 1.0 N
tension'load, for a period of 30 minutes on the fenestral
number and dimensions of the smal'l blood vessels. The
extrusi ve l oad resu'lted i n an i ncrease i n both number and
dìameter of fenestrae in arterial capi I larìes, venous
capi I ìaries and postcapi I lary-sized venules. The increase of
PDL tissue channels in the apica'l region of rat maxi ì lary
first molars incident to a continuous extrusive load was
reported by Cooper (l9BB) and Cooper et al.(1990).
2?
4. JUNçTIONAL SPEçIALIZATIONS'
Farquhar and pal ade ( I 96g ) , i n descri b{ ng the
morpho'logy of junctionar comprexes in a variety of epjther ia,
distinguished three components :
l.Zonular occludens (tight junction) which was cìosest
to the lumen, characterized by fusion of opposing cell
membranes over a variabre distance and resurting in
obl iteration of the intercer lular space. within this zone,
the membranes converged one or more t,imes and their outer
leafJets fused, forming short pentaraminar segments.
2.Zonular adhaerens (.intermediate junction) was on the
cel I boundary berow the tight junct.ion. The membranes in
this area coursed paratteì for o.z to o.s microns at a
distance apart of approximately zo ñD., with a dark band of
dense fibri t lar materiar associated with the cytoplasmic
surfaces of the membranes. rt r¡ras primariry involved in
maintenance of cell cohesion.
3.Macula adhaerens (desmosome) characterized by
dense plaques which were betieved to be spaced at more or
less regular intervals in a circumferential row paraìlel to
the zonular adhaerens. Ersewhere on the adjoining ceì r
surfaces, sìmi'rar macura were distributed at random.
Fawcett (1981) stated four princ'i par types of
junctions could be recognized in vertebrates, i,e., zonula
occludens, zonuìa adherens, macura adherens (desmosome) and
gap junctions (Figure 3.1). These types of junction were
classified into three groups according to their
permeabi 1 ity and functions_
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The occluding junctions (zonula occludens, tight
junction) prevented smar I mo]ecules f rom pass.ing through the
intercel'lular spaces of epithel ia and thus enabled the
organi sm to mai ntai n an i nternal envi ronment that v{as
chemically distinct from its surroundings.
The adheríng junctions which incìuded both
zonu'l a adhae rens and macu I a adherens ( or desmosomes ) ,
provi ded si tes f or attachment of f i bri I 'lar cytoskel etal and
contracti'le elements onto the celì membrane and maintained




The gap junctions (comnunicating junction)
passage of i ons and smal I mol ecul es f rom ce'l I to








FTGURE 3.1 rllustration of thelocation and components of and
nembrane relationships at the junctional conplex between
epithel ia'l cel ls. A gap junction i s depicted near the
junctional complex but these may be located elsewhere on the
lateral surfaces of the cetls. (Fawcett, 19g1 .in ,The cell,)
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4.1 ENDOTHELIAL JUNCTIONS IN THE MICROVASCULATURE :
rn the microvascular endothelium, the celrs are
l'inked to one another by intercel lular junctions that consist
of two basic types; occluding (tight) junctions and
communìcating (gap) junctions (sim'ionescu et âl . ,1975a, 1976,
1984 ) . Each m'icrovascul ar segment has characterì sti ca1 l y
organized endothelial junctions that reflect various degrees
of tì ghtness and i ntercel I ul ar coupì .i ng. The authors
descrìbed each segment as follows.
ARTERToLES : rn these vessers, which have a
diameter of go - loo microns and a continuous layer of smooth
musc'le ce] 'ls in their media, the ceìls of the endothelium are
joined together by a combination of tight and gap junctions.
This combination insures strong cell to cell adhesion. Their
functions are; 1 ) to seal off the intercel lular spaces with
the occludìng junctions, and z) to establish cell to cell
communication through the gap junctions. rn freeze-cleaved
preparations, the tight junctions appear as a system of two
to six strands which form a continuous network. Many of the
meshes of the tight junction's network are futty or partly
occupied by gap junctions. There are no i nterrupt.ions
affecting all tìght junction strands and there are few
strands with free ends. rt is probabìe that these junctìons
are true occluding zonules.
CAPTLLARTES: rn these vesse'ls, which measure 5 -
10 microns in diameter, Èhe ceì'lular elements of the wal I are
reduced to the endothe'l i um and a f ew pe r i cytes . The
endotheì ium is characterized by continuous or quasi-
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continuous occluding junctions. The junctions consist of
two to three successive rows either branched and contìnuous,
or staggered and discontinuous. Gap junctions are absent.
rt can be assumed that the type of i nterce I I u I ar
communication they mediate is missing in the endothelium of
blood capì l'laries,
PERrcyrrc (posrcAprLLARY) vENULEs : These vessels
are the immediate postcapi I lary vessels, approx.imateìy 1o to
5o mi crons i n di ameter, 'in whi ch the endothel i um i s covered
by an ext,ens i ve but not conti nuous 1 ayer of per i cytes . Th i s
segment corresponds to the postcapillary venule and
col lectìng venule in the perìmuscular connective tissue.
These vessels show ìoosely organized endotherial junctions
with discontinuous low-profìle ridges and grooves devoid of
particles. Gap junctions are absent. Approximately 30% of
the junctions appear to have a space of up to 6 nm.
MUScULAR vENULES : This type of vesser has a
larger diameter of approximateìy so to zoo microns and a
media which cons'ists of a continuous layer of smooth muscle
cells. The organization of the tight junctions in these
vessels is very simi lar to that already described in
pericytic venu'les, except that smal1 and i rreguìar gap
junctions occur associated with (but not surrounded by) the
system of low-profi le ridges and grooves of the tight
j unct i ons .
TRANSTTION oR INTERMEDIARY FORMS : Such foTms have
not been recognized so far at the arterial end of capillarìes
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but seem to occur at the venous end.
which they are encountered suggests
I imited distribution.
The low frequency with
that they are of rather
The authors also proposed the term , communicatíng
junction' for gap junction which has the fol lowìng
advantages; i t rel ates to the ma'in f uncti on estab'l i shed for
this type of junction. Hence it is preferable to use the
strictly morphologìcal term 'nexus'; it describes
approp i ate ì y the macu'l ar geometry of the structure; and .i ts
nomenclature js in line with that a'lready used for other
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FTGURE 3.2 summary of the general appearance of the several
types of cell junctions between endothetiat cells as seen insectioned material. The most commonly used markers fortesting transendothelial transport in electron microscopy areindicated in the box together with approximate molecular
díaneter. Tight junctíons appear as punctate fusions of outerleaflets of opposed cell nenbranes, and is betíeved by nostínvestigators to allow penetration of only íonic lanthanum.
Gap iunctions in sections also appear to consist of celt
membrane fusions, but have been shown to allow penetration
of colloidal lanthanum and heme peptides with an average
di ameter of about zo Ao , therefore qual i f yí ng thi s junctiônas a gap junctíon, 20 Ao wide. The close junction does not
show a nembrane fusion and allows penetration of nyoglobinwith a molecular diameter up to 4o Ao. The pinocytis veãicleshave been demonstrated to transport al I tracer suôstances
I isted, particularly horseradish peroxidase, dextrans, andferritin particles. Note that the size of the junctiois hasbeen slightly exaggerated in the drawing to exptain more
readi ly thei r substructure.












FIGURE 3.3 Sumnary of the general appearance of the several
types of cell junctions between endothelial cells as seen in
freeze-cleaved material. It is assumed that by using this
preparation technique, one has been successfuT in separating
the two adjoining cells shown in fie 3.2, so that it is
possibte to examine the apposing cell surfaces. In reality,
the freeze-cTeavage technique splits along the central plane
of cel I membranes and other nembranes. It now appears that
the punctate fusions of the tight iunction are in fact
derived from a system of ridges forned by minute particTes
within the ceII membranes. Large arrows indícate that some
investígators have denonstrated penetration of col Toidal
lanthanum across these junctions in some segments of the
cardiovascular system, which is assumed to prove that these
ridges are interupted at some points along the tight
junctions, êither permanently or momentarily. Gap iunctions
are, in fact, pâtch-like areas (maculae) with minute menbrane
partictes forming small linkages, whích serve as areas for
transfer of ions and metabolrtes from one cell to the next,
indicated by snall double headed arrows. Double arrows
índicate movement of pinocytic yesicles. This movement can
also be assumed to occur in the opposite direction. (From
Handbook of Physi o'logy The card i ovascu'l ar system I I ;
chapter 1; Rhodin, 1984)
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4.2 TIGHT JUNCTIONS :
The ti ght junction was fi rst descri bed i n
epithelìa by Farquhar and palade (1963). It is also catled
a punctate junction, occruding junction or zonuìar occìudens.
Two important biorogicaì functions have been ascribed to the
t'ight junction : ( r ) it acts as a seretive permeabi r ity
barrier in epithel ia and endothe.l ia, and (Z) it forms and
maintains structuraì, compositionaì, and functional poìarity
of cel ls.
4.2.1 STRUCTURE OF TIGHT JUNCTIONS :
The urtrastructurar appearance of tight junctions
in thin-sectioned, prastic-embedded tissue consists of a
series of punctate contacts in which the outer leafret,s of
the adjacent membranes appear to f use, thereby e.l iminating
the intercelluìar space (Staehelìn, 1g74). Freeze fracture
studies show that tight junctions consist of a beìt-rike
network of varying complexity, of linearly arranged particles
and/or strands (simionescu et âr., 1975a, 1g75b, 1g76). rt
has been claimed that, in leaky epithelia, such as the
choroid pìexus, a fragmented appearence of tight junction
strands courd provide a structuraì expranation for the
relatively high permeabì l.ity of these junctions (van Deurs
and Koehìer, 1 979 ) .
4.2.2 PERMEABILITY BARRIER :
The tight junction acts as a serective
permeabirity barrier in epitheria and endotheria. The
number of t'ight junction strands i s general I y taken to
express the t'i ghtness of the j unct i on . The greater the
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number of strands the higher the transepitheliaì resistance.
In leaky epithe'l ia, such as the renaì proximal tubule or the
gal t b'ladder , the average number of ti ght junction strands
is two to four. Whereas, in tight epithelia, such as those
of the stomach and urinary bladder, the average number is
eight or more strands (Schneeberger and Lynch, 1984).
However, Von Bülow et. al. (1984) studjed tight junction
structure in the frog choroid plexus and found that the
correlation between the number of tight junction strands and
the transepithe'l ial resistance did not exist in Èhe f rog
choroid plexus.
Other factors beside the number of strands may be
imporÈant in. determ'ining junctional resistance. Cereijido
et al. (1983) reported that changes in temperature resulted
in a reversible increase in junctional resistance. The
length of the junction as related to the unit area of
absorptive surface i s of considerab!e importance in
determining the paracel lular resistance.
The properties of tight junctions can be altered
by physiolog jca'l requi rements, fetal maturation, pathologicaì
conditions and experimental chaì ìenge. Therefore, the
resistance of the tìght junctions can be modulated so as to
regulate transepithef ial fluxes through the paracel I ular
route. (Schneeberger and Lynch, 1984)
4.2.3 TIGHT JUNCTIONS IN ENDOTHELIUM :
There are certain important differences in the
morphology and behavior between epithelial and endothelial
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tight junctions. Those between endotheliaì cells are often
located at the midpoint rather than the apex of the
intercel'lular space. unì ike epithel iaì tight junctions,
which form smooth, interconnected strands, those between
endoÈheì ial cel'ls remain particulate regardless of the length
of time of fixation. Furthermore, the structure of the
endothelial tight junctìon varies with the segment of the
vascular bed exam'ined (simionescu et âl . , 197sa, 1g7sb,
1 s76 ).
4.2.4 THREE-DIMENSIONAL ORGANIZATION :
The three-dimensionar organization of tight
juncti ons i n the capi ì I ary endothet i um of a rat heart
revea'l ed by serial-section eìectron microscopy was
investigated by Bundgaard (1994). The endothetial junctions
were organ'i zed as i rregul ar networks of I i nes of contact
between neighboring cel ls, wìth paracel lular pathways
circumventing these contact lines. A quantitative comparison
of the reconstructed cleft segments from the venules and the
capillaries gave the impression Èhat the general pattein of
the I ines of contact was simi'lar. occasjonal ly, however, the
venular junctions showed a complexity greater than observed










FreuRE 3.4 schematic drawing of the organization of capitlary
endotheliun. A small segment of a capillary walt is viewed
from the pericapillary space. The junctional region on the
lateral surface of an endothelíal celt is exposed. Three-
dimensional reconstructions based on consecutive thin
sections have shown that the punctate junctions observed in
randon i ndi vi dual thi n sect i ons represent an i rregu I ar
network of lines of contact. passage of hydrophitic solutes
through the junctional region can occur by circunvention of
lines of contact and via discrete interruptions in the lines.
The pathways are access i ble to hydrophi I ic so /utes of
dimensions at least up to the size of small proteins.
(Bundgaard, 1 984)
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These f i nd i ngs I ed to the conc 1 us i on that
intercellular clefts are the main pathways for exchange of
hyd roph i 'l i c so I utes ac ross the wa'l I of cont i nuous
capi l'laries. The junctions of capi l lary endothel ium are
focally permeable to hydrophiìic solutes of dimension up to
the size of smal'l proteins, the upper si ze I imit being
somewhat i t l-defined.
4.3 CLOSE JUNCTIONS i
close junctions or narrow junctions are shown to
have spaces of "6 nm. between the two 'l amina membranes.
Freeze substitution techniques reveal essential ty simi lar
dimensions to those found by chemical fixation (casley-smith,
et â1., 1975; Casley-Smith, 1981). The proportion of cìose
junctions to total close and tight junctions js approximately
5% for the skeleta'l musc'le capì'l laries of dog (casley-smith
et â1., 1975) and 7% for Èhe mouse diaphragm capillaries
( casl ey-sm'ith, et al . , 1 979, casl ey-smi th, 1 9g1 ) . The author
suggested the proportion of close junctions varies greatly
with different types of ceìts.
rt has been said by some workers (simionescu et
â1., 1978) that the close junctions are much more common in
post-capi l'lary venu'les than they are in the capi I laries.
However, this has been denied (Bundit ans wissig, 197g;
casley-smith et a1., 1979) and the difference ascrìbed rather
to the difficulties of observing cìose regions jn the more
convoìuted junctions of cap'i I laries without using a
gonìometer stage. The variations in the increase in the
width of the close junctions of cardiac capi l'laries in the
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inner portion of myocardium, and perhaps in the testìs were
reviewed by Casley-Smith (1993).
4.3.1 PERMEABILITY OF CLOSE JUNCTIONS :
The crose junctions have been shown to be
permeable to small tracers such as horseradish peroxidase,
cytochrome c and saccharated iron oxide. The differences of
the permeability of crose junctions in arteries, capil.raries
and venuìes to other tracers were demonstrated by several
investigators. However, there are some contradictions among
the studies (reviewed by Casìey-Smith, t9g3).
The c'lose junctìons seem well f itted to represent
the sma'l 1. pores of pappenheimer (t9Sg). It has been
suggested that certain conditions such as inftammation or
raised capillary pressure may stretch the pores, oF shorten
them. Hourever, ne'ither the width nor the depth of close and
tight junctions were sìgnificantly altered by burning or














A díagram of the close junction of





4.4 GAP JUNCTIONS :
Thi s type of junct'ion i s a'rso ca1 'red a nexus,
macular communicans or macula occludens. The term
'communicating junction' was proposed by simionescu et al.
( 1975a, 1978). Gap junctions are f ound i n most anima.l
tissues except ske'letal muscle, many nerve cel'ls and blood
ceìls (PitÈs, 198O). These junctions presumably represent
the structura'l substrate of the direct two-way communication
between cells. They are considered instrumental in the
electron coupling and intercellular exchange of ions and
small metabolites. Recent evidence has shown, howevêr, that
even in endothe'ì ia known to 'lack morphologìcal ìy distinct
communicating junctions such as capi I laries and pericytic
venules, an interendothe'l ial transfer of dye (Lucifer yel tow)
can occur. This Èransfer may take place either via very
sma'l I gap j uncti ons that are common'l y mi ssed duri ng
investigat'ion or via the tight junctions provided by cel ì-to-
cell channels (Simionescu et â1,, i9g4).
4.4.1 STRUCTURE OF GAP JUNCTIONS :
rt appears that there is a 'spot we]d' joining of
one cel'l with the next: the interior of the .weld, is
'driIIed out' so. that the cytoplasmic matrices of the two
cel I s communi cate wi th each other. Thei r preci se
significance is uncertain in endothelial cells (casley-smith,
1s83).
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In isolated rat ìiver gap junctions, êlectron
microscopy shows that the junctions are composed of two
closely apposed plasma membranes, sêparated by a narrow
extracellular gap. The plane of the junctional membrane
contains annuìar particles, caì1ed connexons, arranged in a
regular hexagonal lattice. The connexons transverse the
entire membrane, protrude into the extracellular gâp, and are
coaxì al I y al'igned wi th those i n the other hal f of the
junction (Zampì9hi, 198o). Each of the connexons may move
with respect to each other to control channel permeability































FrcuRE 3.6 schematic depiction of the connexons and theír
subunits ín a gap junction. The hydrophitic pore pernits
passage of ions and small molecules such as cyctic AMp or
fluoresceín but excl udes macromolecules.
(From 'The ceì I Junctiona'l spaciaì izatioñ, , Fawcett l9g1)
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4.4.2 THREE-DIMENSIONAL ORGANIZATION 
=
The three-dimensional structure was obtained by
tì 1tì n9 the negati ve'ly sta'ined communi cati ng juncti ons at
ang'les of between 0o and 79o to the incident electron beam.
The three-d'imensiona'l maps show the membrane surfaces as well
as the hydrophilic surfaces of the connexons. The clusters
are hexamers arising from the exposed portjons of six
connexon subunits protruding from the cytoplasmìc and
external surfaces of each membrane. These subunits protrude
less from the cytoplasmic face than from the extracetlular
face (Zanpi ghi , 1 98O ) .
FIGURE 3-7 Model of the connexon showing the transition from
the 'open' to the 'closed' configuration. The closure of the
channel on the cytoplasmic face (upper nost) is achieved by
the subunits sliding agaínst each other, decreasing theír
inclination, and hence rotating, in a clockwise sense, at the
base. (Zampi ghj , 1 980)
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Gap junctions have the capacity to change from a
low resistance to a high resistance state. oxygen
deprivation and aìdehyde fixation result in a change from the
low to the high resistance state. Therefore the majority of
u'ltrastructura'l sÈudies of gap junctions descri be thei r
appearance in the hìgh resistance state. A rise in
i ntracel 'lul ar cal ci um or a loweri ng of i ntraceì I ul ar pH i s
associated with uncoupling of the cell. rt is beljeved that
the intercel ìular channels may open and close in
physiologìca1 circumstances in vivo (Fawcett, 1gg1). Gap
junctions are found to reduce in si ze and numbers, whi'le
those of ti ght juncti ons are rer ati vel y unchanged, .i n
regenerating cells (Revel et âì.,l9gO). Conditions
affecting the concentration of intracellular calcium ions:
elevation of the external ca load, treatment of cel t cultures
with a ca-transporting ionophore, tFeatment w.i th a
combinaÈion of cyanide and iodoacetate, or with high leve'ls
of carbon dioxide, al'l cause depression of channeì
permeabi I i ty. Treatment of ce] ì cuì ture. wi th cycl i c AMp or
its more permeable derivative, produces an increase in
permeabi I i ty.
4.5 OPEN JUNCTIONS :
The open junctions are found in injured brood
vessel s, normaì si nusoi dal endothel i um, and i n norma'l and
injured initial lymphatics. rt is impossible to give any
precìse fìgure for when the gap between two ceìls becomes so
ìarge that it shouìd be catìed an open junction (castey-
Smith, tg8g). Casley-Smith and Window (1976) used 30 nm. as
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an arbi trary I ower 'l i mi t. The open ì ng of
i njured bì ood vessel s occurs usual 'ly i n the
venu I es .
j uncti ons i n
postcapì I 1 ary
4.5.1 OPEN JUNCTIONS AND ACUTE INFLAMMATION :
It appears that all inflammatory stimulae may
produce an immediate (mediated) opening of the endothel.lal
intercel lular junctions of the post-capi'l 'lary venules, which
c'lose agai n af ter some 30 mi nutes, and de'layed ( possi bl y
direct, non-mediated) opening of the junctions of both
capillaries and venules, which lasts for varying periods
(reviewed by Casley-Smith, t9Z9).
.It appears that these open junctions allow
material to pass out of Èhe blood vessels. on the other
hand, it is suggested that more macromolecules may pass in
via these openings than pass out, especiaìty since they
al omst a'lways occur on the venous si de of the ci rcu'lati on
where the hydrostatic pressure is low. The open venular
junctions perhaps function like venous-timb fenestrae, and
actually remove a net amount of macromolecules from the
tissues (Casley-Sm'ith, 1979; t9B3).
4.6. ENDOTHELIAL JUNCTIONS IN PULPAL BLOOD VASCULATURE :
4.6.1 CAPILLARIES :
The TEM examinat,ion of blood capi'llaries in rat
incjsor pulp was studied by Tabata and Semba (1987). Tìght
j uncti ons of conti nuous capi 'l I ari es i n the subodontobl asti c
region are not perfect zonu'la occl udens. These d j scont,i nuous
zonula occ'ludens (or macula occludens) are formed by Z to 3
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parallel strands and have a gap of approximateìy to nm. Gap
junctions are not found.
4.6.2 ARTERIES AND VEINS:
Tabata and Semba (1998) did a TEM study of freeze_
fractured repìicas of the arteries and veins in rat incisor
pulp. The junctìon of central arteries is composed of tight
junctions wi th i ntercal ated gap junctions. The ti ght
junctions appear as z to 6 strands. There are many particles
both on the ridges of the p-face and in t,he grooves of the




rn the smalJ arterioles, the junction is composed
10 strands of tight junctions. No gap junctions are
. The endotheìium junctions of the central veins are
composed of 2 to 4 strands of discontinuous low-profile
rjdges and grooves. There are no particles in the grooves on
the E-face.
The endothelial junctions of the small venules are
composed of 1 to 2 strands of tight junctions and linear
creases. There are severaì particles in the grooves of this
tight junction on the E-face. This junction is interpreted
as being intermediate between that of the capillaries and
that of the central veins.
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CHAPTER 4 MATERIALS AND METHODS
REVIE}I OF COOPER'S LABORATORY PROCEDURE AND TISSUE
PREPARATION.
1 .1 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN :
In order to e'l iminate the variable of cycl ic
hormona'l changes on the vasculature and provide the mature
peri odontal I i gament ( PDL ) , cooper se'lected l2 week ol d
male Porton rats, âpÞroximately 2S0-3SO g. .in weight, as the
experimental animal model. sodium ferrocyanide (M.w. zlz)
contained in experimental primary perfusate (Appendix I ),
which precipitated with a cobalt salt, tris (ethylenediamine)
coba'lt rrr chloride (t'1.w.399.64) (Appendix z) contained
in experimental primary fixative (Appendix 3), was the
ultrastructural tracer. The right maxillary first molars
were chosen to receive the experimenta'l extrusive force (t.o
N. tensì le load app'l ied continuous'l y f or a period of 3o
mi nutes ) wi th the appl 'iance desi gned by c'lark and Lew ( 1986 ) .
The contral ateral I eft fi rst moì ars served as the
experimental control.
1.2 LABORATORY PROCEDURE :
The animals were anesthesised with I.p. injection
of Nembuta'lR (Appendix 5). Heparin B.p. (Appendix 6) was
injected r.v. to avoid undesi rable blood coagulation.
subsequently, the appliance designed by clark and Lew (1996)
was used to provide a 1.o N. extrusive force on the rìght
1
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maxillary first molars and maintained for a period of go
minutes. The neck dissection was commenced 10 minutes after
appl ication of the experimental tension. The experimental
tracer ìon, sodium ferrocyanide contained in experimental
primary perfusate (Appendjx 1 ), was perfused for a period of
5 minutes. Then, the experimenta'l primary fixative
(Appendix 3) containing the cobaìt salt (Browning 19go) was
perf used for a peri od of 5 mi nutes whi 1e the experi menta'l
molar was maintained under tension. The animaìs were
decapitated after the extrusion appliance was removed. The
maxillae were carefully dissected out and trimmed coronaììy
mesia] to the f irst mo'lars and distat to the third molars.
1.3 TISSUE PROCESSING :
The maxiì1ae were'demìneraltized at 4oC in a
solution of o.1 M. EDTA in o.oô M. cacodylate buffer and 2.s%
glutaraìdehyde (Appendix 8) at pH 6.o. The so]ution was
constantly agitated and changed daity. The completion of
decalcification was determined by radiographic clearance and
confirmed by probing a fine needle in an unwanted area of Èhe
ti ssue.
Following decalcification, the tissue was embedded
in alginate impression material contained in a smalì metat
mould. rt was proposed to cut the maxitìary first molars
through the mesiaì root mid-sagittal ly, as in figure 4.1,






FIGURE 4.1 The nid-sagittal cut of the rat,s right
maxi I lary fi rst nolar.
Four pairs of matching right and left first molar
sections contain'ing bisected apical foramina were selected
for uìtrastructural investìgation of the ìonic tracer in
control and experimental PDL,
The tissue processìng sequence continued for 3
days (Appendix 1O) until the specimens were embedded, then
fo'l lowed by 4 days of curing. The tissues were post-f ixed
in 2% OsOO in d.d. HZO (Appendix 11) and dehydrated through a
graded series of ethanol and propy'lene oxide solutions. The
tissue was inf i'ltrated w jth propylene oxìde and Agar looR,
and embedded in fresh Agar 1OOR (Appendix'tZ).
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2. ULTRAMICROTOME SECTIONING
2.1 ROUGH TRIMMIMG :
A Reichert-Jung om-u4 ultramicrotome was used for
tissue sectioning in the experiment. The specimen block was
mounted in a Reichert specimen holder chuck. The block face
trimming was done by hand with a de-greased single edge razor
blade. The block face was cut in a mesa shape, with the
sloping sides having an angìe of approximateìy so" to the
vertica'l to give adequate rigidity during the sectionìng
without the section size increasing too rapidly as cutting
progressed into the block.
2.2 THTCK SECTIONING :
orientation cuttìng at I micron thickness was done
with gìass knives using a Reichert ultracut; The clearance
angìe of the glass knives was 6o, the same clearance angle as
the diamond knife used for silver sectioning. The water
trough on the glass knife was fiìled with double distilted
mi 1'l ipored water (m.d.d. HeO). The I micron sectioning
proceded untiì the desired number of sections had been cut.
Then, the sect,ions were transfered from the trough and placed
on a glass slide for staining.
2.3 THICK SECTION STAINING :
After having been dried on a hot prate at go"c
for 1-2 minutes, the sections were stained with millipored
solutions of o.0s% to]uidine blue and 1% borax at a l:1 ratio
by volume (Appendjx 13) for 1 minute. The excess stain was
rinsed off and the sections were dried again on the hot
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plate. The stained sections v,rere then v jewed with a l ìght
microscope to determjne the leve'l depth.
2.4 OETERMINATION OF ZERO LEVEL :
The sections were examined approximatery 5o
microns apart unti I the alveolar bone was noted at the mesiaì
side. The first section reaching the mesial alveolar bone
was regarded as the zero leve'l . silver sectionìng for
electron microscopy was obtained from this level.
2.5 FINAL MESA :
After reaching zero ìevel, a polaroid photograph
was taken from a 1 micron thick, toluidine bìue stained
section, at 40 times magnification. The area for the final
mesa was determined from this photograph and a trapezium
shape was outlined to cover the pDL at the most mesia] part
of the f irst molar. Bone and tooth substance was inc'luded
at the base and the top of the trapezium, respectiveìy, to
give better support for the section.
The mesa was cut and the excluding part was
removed with a degreased scapet blade number 11. Then a l
micron thick section was cut using a g'lass knife with a water
trough and stained with toluidine brue. A polaroid
photograph was taken at loo times magnification which helped
locate the site of the blood vesse'l s during electron
m'icroscopy.
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FIUGRE 4.2 A photomicrograph of the
T, tooth; P, periodontal I iganent;







2.6 SILVER SECTIONING :
The silver sections were cut with a diamond knife.
The knife angle was 6" and the cutting speed was i mm. per
second. The water trough was f i 1'led with double disti t led
mi I 'l 'ipored water. The automati c advanci ng knob was used
during sectioning. This knob was varied until the right
thickness of the section was obtained as determined by the
si'lver interferance colour of the sections as they floated in
the col 'lectì ng trough . The thi ckness of each secti on vJas
approx'imate'ly 70 nm.
2.7 SECTION COLLECTING :
Three si'lver sections were collected at a time on
a 150 square mesh copper grid with a diameter of 3 mm. Any
sect'ions lost during collecting were recorded. Twelve
copper grids were col lected at each 'leve'l . Aì I the grids
were drjed aÈ room temperature wit,h the tissue side up.
2,8 SILVER SECTION STAINING :
A 150 square mesh grid with good sections was
selected and stained with uranyl acetate so]ution at 37oc for
12 mi nutes, then wi th Reynol ds' 'lead at room temperature f or
4 minutes (Appendix 14). The grid was dried at room
temperature and stored in a clean and dry dustproof grid
storage box.
2.9 OBTAINING THE NEXT LEVEL :
On the basis of previous investigations (Freezer,
1984), it was decided to col'lect the sections of t,he pDL at
25o mi cron i nterva'ls al ong the root I ength . The ti ssue
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block was trimmed roughly again with a razor blade, then the
bìock face was cut down to a distance of z5o microns with
glass knives. The orientation section, one micron thick,
was cut and stained with toluidine blue. A polaroid
photograph þras taken at a magnif ication of 40 t,imes to help
des'ign the area of the finat mesa. This photograph of the
orientation section was compared to the one from the previous
leve] to help locate the area for the f inal mesa so that it
covered the same mesial area as used previously. A thick
section of the fjnal mesa was then c\¡t and stained wjth
toluidine blue. A polaroìd photograph was taken at a
magnification of 1o0 times. Then the silver sectioning and




FrcuRE 4-g Diagran i I lustrating the region of tissue
coTlected along the root length. The dotted lines indícate
the margin of the final mesa collected.
PDL
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2.1O DETERMINATION OF THE END LEVEL :
The t i ssue b'lock was cut down ap i ca I I y and the
sections were col lected at zso micron intervals for
approxìmate'ly 7 to I levels (1SOO 175O microns). Then the
block was sectioned slowly and the sections were frequently
viewed. The appearance of a smaìl area of cellu'lar cementum






FIGURE 4.4 A photonicrograph of the final
level. T, toothi P, periodontal tiganenti B,
Toluidine blue stain. X 7SO
mesa of the end
bone; Bar, lO un.
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3. TISSUE SAMPLING
The grid square containing a group of btood
vessels in the PDL, which was located at the most mesial area
of the tooth, was selected. The polaroid photograph of the
final mesa (XIOO) was used to help ìocate the group of blood
vesse ì s. An e I ectron mi crograph was taken at a
magnification of x5oo to cover all the area in that square
9r'id. Al I the b'lood vesse'ls were i denti f i ed as i n the
circumferentja'l tooth third, iliddle third or bone third of
the PDL.
Each blood vessel was devided into quadrants
( Fi gure 4.5 ) . The fi rst qudrant was exami ned for the
presence of a complete endothelial junction which could be
seen clearìy along the lumina'l side to the abluminal side.
rf there was no complete endothelial junct.ion in the first
quadrant, then the second, the third or the forth quadrant
was examined, respectively, unti I an endothe'lial junct.ion
that matched the criteria was found.
one junctìon was required for each blood vessel.
Five junctions were needed as a constant number of junctions
per level. Therefore, if there were less than five blood
vessels in the first grid square, then the adjacent grid
square was examined as well. on the other hand, if there
were more than five blood vessels ìn the grid square, alì the
blood vessels were examined at this stage.
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FfcURE 4.5 Each blood yessel was divided into 4 quadrants.
The first quadrant to have a 'conplete' junction, exanining
clockwise from the first to the forth, respectively, Has








A transmission electron microscope, JEM - 2OOO FX,
used to examine the sections at the acceleratìng vo'ltage
120 kv.
4.1 CARBON COATING :
The stained grid was coated wìth a thin fìlm of
carbon from ul tra-'F' puri ty carbon rods. The carbon
coating was carried out in a Dentron vacuum evaporator. The
thickness of the carbon layer was approximately zs Ao. The
carbon layer was needed to help absorb scattered rays during
specimen i1ìum'i nation in the transmission electron
mi croscope.
.4.2 TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPE :
A single ti tt, double specimen holder vlas used to
hold both a trial carbon grid and a carbon coated, lso square
mesh, copper grid at the same time. The electron beam
al igning, focusing and specimen height adjustment were
carried out on the triat carbon grid to avoid damaging the
sections. The carbon coated, 150 square mesh, copper grìd was
then examined-
The sections were examined under low magnificatìon
to identify geometrical structures. The grid square which
contained the group of blood vessels in the pDL at the most
mesial area was selected. An electron micrograph was taken
at a x5o0 magn'if ication to cover all the area of the gr.id
square.
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Each blood vessel was then examined at the higher
magnification, approximately xgo,ooo. Each vessel was
scanned a'l ong the endothe I i al I ayer unti 'l a comp I ete
endotheì ial junctìon was obt,ained in the f i rst quadrant, âs
described in the tissue sampling technique. An electron
mi c rog raph v\,as taken at the unt i I ted ang'l e. The
magnification used was selected to fit the whole junction in
the micrograph. The exposure time was approx.imateìy 1.s
2.O seconds.
4.3 GONIOMETER :
The gonìometer was used to tilt the specimen
either clockwise or anti-clockwise around the horizontal axis
of the specimen ho'l der. All 'tight regions' of the
endothel iaì junct'ion were examìned using the goniometer. A
section was ti lted, êither c'lockwise or anti-clockwise, so
that the area could be seen more cìearly as ,open' or
conf i rmed as a 't'ight regi on' . An el ectron mi crograph was
taken at this angte. The magnificat,ion used was the same as
that used at the zero angle.
Then the rest of t,he blood vessels were examined
unti I the data for a mi nimum of f ive junctions per leve'l was
obtained. Electron micrographs were taken from each
junction selected both at the zero angle and the tilted
ang'les. rf there was more than one tight region in the same
junction, extra eìectron micrographs were taken for each
ti ght regìon.
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4.4 MAGNIFICATION CALIBRATION :
The instrumenta'l magnif ication was cal ibrated with
a carbon repl ica of an optica'l gratìng (E.r. Fuì lam rnc.
Schendectady, N.Y., 2160 I ines,/mm. ). Electron micrographs
of the repl icating gratìcu'le were taken at Èhe magnif ication
of x50o and at the hìghest magnificat'ion possib'le when
examinìng the endotheì jal junctions.
5. DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
TEM plate negatives were deveìoped in KodakR Dlg
developer at 2o'c for 4 minutes. The negatives were rinsed
in deionised water for 1 minute and fixed in rlford HypamR
Rap'id Fi xer for at I east s mi nutes. They were ri nsed agaì n
for 15 minutes and dried in an air-dryer for Z hours.
The negatives were printed on mu'l tigrade
rlfospeedR photographic paper usìng a DurstR laboratory "s4"
enlarger. A grade 5 filÈer was used in order to achieve a
good contrast. The prints were deveìoped in rìfospeedR paper
deve'loper for l minute, dried in |rford HypamR Rapid Fixer
for 5 minutes, then rinsed in water for 15 minutes.
In order to cìarify the type of blood vessel, the
mìcrograph of the grid square was enlarged to approx'imate'ly
X150O to X2OO0. The measurement of the lumina] diameter and
the recognition of the blood vessel wall structure were
obtained from this enlarged prìnt.
The measurement of the
endothe'l i al junct'ion were made on a
magnification of X2OO,OOO. However,
dimensions of the
print enlarged to a




were made on the
the I 'imi tati ons of
pr i nts en I arged to on'l y
the enlarger.
The dimensions of the open junct'ions were also
measured on prìnts en]arged to a magnìf ication of x1oo,ooo.
6. DATA COLLECTION
As described previously in the tissue sampling
method, five junctions for each ìevel were selected. For any
grid square that had more than five b'lood vessels, some of
the blood vessels were excluded under the fol lowìng
cond'iti ons ; -
l.There vtas no junction in that vessel.
2.The vessel intersected the grid bar and showed 'less than
3/4 of the vessel which made indicating the correct
'lumina'l diameter difficult.
3.The electron micrograph had poor quality which caused
ambiguity in classification of the junction type.
F'ive blood vesse'ls were then selected randomly as
respresentative of each level.
Due to the smaì1 number, every open junction
encountered was included in the sample.
6. 1 RECORDING SHEET :
The data from each level was recorded in the
recording sheet as follows. Vesseì type, region of vessels,
type of junction and the location of the t'ight reg'ion were
assigned digita'l values which were more convenient for











Type (1 ,2,3,4 )
Depth (nm. )




Tìght region depth (nm. )
Tìght regìon 'location (1,2,3)
=============================================================
Endothelium thickness (T)(nm.)i i i i i i
6.2 DESIGNATION AND IDENTIFICATION :
6.2.1 BLOCK NUMBER
Each block was identified by three sets of letters/numbers.
The first two letters were;-
either RC (for Rat-Control )
or RE (for Rat-Experiment).
The numbers 'i n the mi dd I e represented the an i mal
number,
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The final combined number and letter
block side of the mesiaì root ;-
18 = right-bucca'l ZL =




6.2.2 CLASSIFICATION OF BLOOD VESSELS
The classification of the blood vessels was based
on the luminal di ameter as well as the structure of the b]ood
vesseì waì I s. The narrowest di ameters were used for
classification. The vesseì type nomenclature was modifìed
from the criteria suggested by Rhodin (1967, 1969) and clark
(1986)- The btood vessels were classified as follows.-
l.Venous capiìlary: l.s to 1o microns in diameter; the
endothelial ìining was relative'l y thin and
composed of I to 3 endothelial cel1s, a
continuous basement membrane, Þêricyte and
fenestrae occasional ìy present.
2-Arterial capi ì ìary: z to 7 microns in diameter; in
comparison to the venous capillary the ratio
of endothel i aì ì i ni ng to the I umi nal di ameter
was g reate r , the vesse I wa I 'l was usua.l I y
composed of I to 3 endothel.ia'l ceìls with
nuclei often bulged within the endothel ial
wall, pêricytes and fenestrae were sometimes
present.
3.Postcapi I lary-sized venules: lo to 30 microns in dìameter,
thin endothel ial l ining, partìal or comp.lete
pericytic investment was occasionaìly seen.
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4. Term'inal
5 . Co'l l ecti ng venu'les :
mi crons ,
I umi na'l di ameter was I arger than 30
per ì cytes were usual 'ly seen.
arteriole: 7 to 1 S microns in diameter;
endothe'l ial nuc'l eus was thicker and more
I obu'l ated , one 'ì aye r of smooth musc.l e ce I I was
present.
6.2.3 LOCATION OF BLOOD VESSELS
The location where the blood vessel came from was
classified into 3 regìons..roà" the pDL by using the
polaroìd photograph of the f inal mesa at the magnif .ication of
100 times. The pDL area f rom toot,h to bone was devided into
3 parts as tooth 1/3, middle 1/3 and bone 1/9. If any b.lood
vessel was present in both regions, .its classificat.ion was
for the regìon where the major part of it appeared.
FTGURE 4.6
ínto three
Diagran i 7 lustrating the division of the pDL area









6.2.4 TYPES OF ENDOTHELIAL JUNCTION
Endothe'l i al j uncti ons were c1assi f i ed i nto 4 types
as f ol I ows ( Fi gure 4.7 );-
l.CLOSE JUNCTION The junction where the "close region" was
present and the outer two lamellae were
separated al I along the depth of the
junction. (See Figure S.B)
CLOSE REGION The region where the width of the
intercellular cleft was reduced but the
outer two 'lamel I ae were sti 1 'l seperated
by a small gap.
2.TIGHT JUNCTION : The j unct'ion where any " t i ght reg i on "
was present even if there was also a
"close region". (See Figure S.9)
TIGHT REGION Where the two outer lamellae of the
opposing cells were fused"
3.OPEN JUNCTION The junctì on where the i nterce'l I u I ar
distance increased more than IOO nm. alt
along the depth of the junction. (See
Figure 5.12).
4.GAP JUNCTION The junction where two p'lasma
were closely opposed and











FIGURE 4-7 Diagram illustrating different types of endo-
thel ial junction.
6.2.5 DIMENSIONS OF ENDOTHELIAL JUNCTION
Terms used to describe the endothelial junctions
in this investigatìon were based on terms used by Casìey-
Smith (1975, 1978, 1981, 1983).
LENGTH The ìength of the junction around the cell in the
p I ane of the I umì na'l su rf ace .
DEPTH The di stance between the I umi nal and ab'lumi na'l
surfaces.
The distance between one endothelial cell and the




The depth of each junction was measured
midpoint beüween the two opposìng membranes at the
end, through the junction, to the midpoint between
opposing membranes at the abluminal end.
6.3 METHOD OF MEASUREMENT
6.3.1 TIGHT AND CLOSE JUNCTIONS
The d-imensions of junctions
d'i9itaì p'lanimeter with a digitizing
Zeiss Inc.). The error of this method
than O.5x (Casley-Smìth, t9g1).
were measured with a
tablet (MOp-3, Carl









To measu re the w i dth of, the j unct-ions , each















1/3 depth of the junction
2/3 depth of the junction
the abluminal side.
Due to the difficurty in accuratery ìocating
outer lamerrae of the two unit membranes, the width
measured between the darkest lines. The measured distance
then subtracted from the width of a unit membrane (zs










FrcuRE 4.8 Diagram illustrating t,he nethod of neasuring the
width of the junction in four regions and the thickness of
the endothelíun across the junction.
The width and the length of the junctions were
measured f rom t,he enl arged electron mi crograph pri nts that
showed the widest distance between the two opposing
membranes. At this ang'le, the electron micrographs were
assumed to represent the morphoìogy of the junctions at a
right angle to the plane of the two opposing membranes.
For the tight junctions, the data were recorded
for the type and dimensions as described above, including the
depth and the]ocation of the tight region. The location of
the ti ght region was recorded as i n the 'lumi nal 1/g, middle













To measure the thickness of the endothe] ium across
the junction, the margins of the junctìon on both s.ides of
the two endothel i al ce] I s were I ocated as T1 and T2. The
endothel ial ce'l I th'ickness (T) at the mìdl ine between T1 and
T2 was recorded.
Each junction dimension was measured tw'ice. The
mean values from the two measurements were used in the
stati sti cal anaì ys'is .
6.3.2 OPEN JUNCTIONS
The dimensions recorded from the open junction
were, the dìstance between the two unjt membranes, and the
thickness of the endothel ial 1in'ing of both cel ls on both
sides of the junctìon.
7. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
stati sti ca'l anal ysì s of 16 variables was carried
out usi ng a genera'l mi xed model anal ysi s of vari ance
performed by the BMDP3V statistical package (BMDP statìstica'l
software rnc., Los Ange'l es, ca'ì ofornia, usA. ) at the
Department of Statjstics, Uñiversity of Adelaìde.
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CHAPTER 5 RESULTS
The mesial root length of rat molars ranged from
150o to 2ooo microns. As a sample was collected every 2so
mi crons there u,ere theref ore between 7 and g I evel s per
mesial root. The'length of the root of the extruded teeth
and the contro'l teeth was not signif icantly different except
in animal number 1 1. Due to the root length of the control
tooth of the animal number ll being longer than the root
length of the experimental tooth, the number of b'lood
vessels investigated was higher in t,he control samples. The
number of b'lood vessel s i nvesti gated was 160 i n t,he control
samp'les and 15O in the experimental samples.
1. BLOOD VESSEL
1.1 BLOOD VESSEL TYPES :
The blood vessels investigated consisted of five
types, i.ê., venous capilìaries, arterrar ,capilìarìes, post
capi 1'lary-sized venules, terminal arterioles and col lectÍng
venules. Both continuous and fenestrated capillaries were
found. Approximate'ly g/4 of the toÈal btood vessels were
venous type. colìect'ing venules were found only in animal
number 14 and at the end (apical ) leve'ls. Both the observed
and predicted mean diameters of each vesse] type are shown in
Tab'le 5.1. The predicted means were calculated when the
animal variab'i I ìty was taken into account. The average size
of the lumina'l diameter of blood vesseìs in the experimental
sampìes was smaller than those in the control samples. This
67
was highly significant for venous capìllaries (p<0.o01) but
not for other types of vessels.
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The majori ty of the bl ood vesse'l s
experimental sampìes were smal I arterial and
capi I I ari es. The percentage of each b'lood vessel





TABLE 5.2 The percentage of blood vessel types.
Vessel type Control Exper ì ment
Venous capi I lary
Arterial capì 1 lary



























FrcuRE 5.1 Histogran illustrating the percentage of each
bl ood yesse I type.
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1.2 BLOOD VESSEL MORPHOLOGY :
There were some differences in the generar
appearance of the blood vessel morphology between the control
and the experimental PDL. General'ly, the blood vesse'l s
selected from the control samples had a more rounded shape
and a smoother endothel ial wal l. The blood vesse]s f rom the
experimental sampìes were usualìy more ìrregular in shape and
the endotheì ia'l ì ining was corrugated. Furthermore, there
were more f i nger- ì j ke projecti ons of the endothel .ial cel I s
into the vessel lumen in the experimental blood vessels than
in the control. (Fìgure S.Z)
The appearance of bl ood vesse I s i n the
experimentaì samples was not the same as the appearance of
tissue with acute inflammation or degenerative tjssue. There
was no sign of a swolìen endothetium nor the presence of
inflammatory cells. The mitochondria were intact. The
basement membrane comp'letely surrounded the endotheìial wall.
The djfferences in the generaì appearance of the blood vessel
morphology were most marked in animaì number 13. However,
these differences were less likeìy to be seen at the end
(apical ) level for at'l animals.
1 .3 BLOOD VESSEL LOCATION :
The majority of the b'lood vesse'ls investigated in
the control were f rom the middle 't /3, whi'ì e in the
experi menta'l PDL they were f rom the bone 1 / 3. The bl ood
vessels f rom the tooth 1/s v.rere the m j nori ty both i n the
control and in the experimental samples. The distribution of
the blood vessels in different locations is shown in Tab'ìe


















































































































































































TABLE 5-3 The distribution of blood vessel location across
the PDL.


























FrcuRE 5.3 Histogram illustrating the distribution of the
blood vessels in the different locations across the pDL.
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2. JUNCTION MORPHOLOGY & BLOOD VESSEL TYPE
In the morphoìogìcal study, a different type of
b'lood vessel was found to be associated with the comptexity
in the appearance of the junctions. General ly, the b'lood
vesseìs with relatìvely thin walls displayed a 'sìmpìe type'
of iunction. The junction between the overìapìng endothel ia'l
wal I was relatively straight. This type of junction was
common'ly found'in venous capi ìlaries, postcapillary-sized
venules and col lecting venules. An example of a 'simple
junction'found in a venous capillary is shown in Fìgure s.4.
Arteriaì capillaries had relatively thicker walls
compared to venous capillaries. The junctions found in this
type of b'lood vessel often appeared as 'curvy types'. This
type of junctìon had two or more curves along the depth of
the junction. However, the'simple type'junctions were
occasionalìy found in this type of blood vessel as well. An
example of a 'curvy junction' is shown in Figure S.S.
Terminal arterioles appeared to have the thickest
wa'l 'ls among the vessels invest'i gated in this study. The
junction found in this type of blood vessel was relatively
ìong and disp'layed a'convoluted type'of junction. The
morphology of the junction was more complicated where the
wall was thicker. rn small terminal arterioles, which were
the intermediate form between the arterial capìllaries and
the true termina] arterioles, the'curvy junctions'were also
found. Figure 5.0 illustrates a very 'convoluted junction'



















FIGURE 5.4 A 'simple junction' from a venous capillary wíth a
díaneter of 6 nicrons. The arrow heads indicate the tight,
region. L, luminal síde; Bar, 5O nm.




FIGURE 5.5 A 'curvy junction' from an arterial capillary
with a diameter of 6.7 nícrons. L, luninal side; Bar, IOO nm.









FIGURE 5.6 A 'long-convoluted junction'
arteriole with a lunìnal dianeter of ls
endothelial layer is 1.2 nicrons thick.
Bar, IOO nn.
Uranyl acetate and Reynolds' lead stain. X
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3 JUNCTION TYPES
There were three types of junction found in the
microvascular bed of the pDL in this study. They were close
junctions, tight junctions and open junctions. No gap
junctions were found. c]ose junct'ions formed t,he majority of
the junctions found both in the control and the experiment,al
groups. open junctions were rare'ly found. The analysis of
the open junctions was done separately due to the very small
number, theìr distinctive characteristics and the different
methods of sampling and measuring.
3.1 CLOSE JUNCTIONS AND TIGHT JUNCTIONS :
As reported above, crose junctions formed the
majority of the junctions found in this study. After the
extrusive load was app'l ìed, the percentage of the close
junctions reduced. As a result, there was an overall
increase in the percentage of the tight junctions. However,
these changes were not statisticatly significant and not
consistant in every animal. The percentage of the tight
junctions and the c'lose junctions is shown in Table 5.4 and
Figure 5.7. Examples of a tight junctìon and a close




j uncti ons .
The percentage of tight junctions and close







CLOSE - TIGHT JUNCTIONS
o//o
CLOSE TIGHT
FrcuRE 5-7 Histogran illustrating the percentage of tight















FrcuRE 5.8 A tight junction from a postcapiltary-sized
venule with the diameter of ll nicrons. The arrow heads
indicate where the outer lanellae of the two opposing
nembranes fused. L, luminal side; Bar, 25 nn.
Uranyl acetate and Reynolds' lead stain. X S?SK
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FTGURE 5-g A close junction from a venous capitlary with a
diameter of 6.7 nícrons. The arrow heads indicate the close
region with a gap of approxinatety 5 nm. between the two
opposíng nembranes. L, luninal side; Bar, IOO nn.
Uranyl acetate and Reynolds' lead stain. x 2OOK
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A sLatistical analysis of the percentage of tight
junctions was carried out for different types of btood
vesse'ls. The col 'lecti ng venu I es were exc I uded f rom the
anaìysìs because of a very smalì sampìe size. The percentage
of tight junctjons in every type of blood vesseì between the
controì and the experiment was not statisticalìy significant.
Table 5.5 shows both observed and pred'icted mean percentages
of tìght junctions. The predicted means were calculated when
the animal variabi l'ity was taken into account.











































A chi-square analysis was carried out to test
whether there were any significant, differences in the
proportion of tight junctions for different types of blood
vessel s. The anaì ysi s was tested separatel y for the
experiment and contro'l as shown in Tabìe s.6 and Table s.7.
The results from this analysis indicated that, the difference
in proportion of tight junctions in both the control and
experiment samples was not statistical'ly signif icant for
different types of b'lood vessels.
TABLE 5.6
j unct i ons
samp'les.
The Chi-square analysis of the proportion of tight
in different types of b'lood vessel j n control


























X 2 4.296 (o.1o ( p < o.20)
The Ch'i-square analysis of the proportion of tightjn different types of blood vessel in experimental























X 2 3.7 2
V1 = Venous cap'i llary
V3 = Postcapillary-sized venule
(o.1o < P < 0.20)
V2=
V4=
Arterial capì I lary
Termi na] arteri ol e
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The distribution of tight junctions varied greatly
among different animals. The difference in the percentage of
tight junctions between experimental and control sampìes þJas
highest in animal number 13. The distribution of tight
junctions in different animals is shown in Figure s.10.






R-1 1 R-12 R-13 R-14 TOTAL
r CONTROL ffi EXPERIMENT
FrcuRE 5.1o rhe histogran iltustrates the distribution of
tight junctions in different aninals.
0
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3.2 TIGHT REGION OF TIGHT JUNCTIONS
The 'l ocat i on of the t i ght reg i on of t i 9ht
junctions along the junction depth was investigated. The
tight regìons were predominantìy found in the luminal thìrd
(gZX of the contro'l samples and 88% of the experimentaì
samples). The tjght regìons that were in the middle third or
abluminaì thi rd were found only in the apical levels. There
was no difference in the location of the tìght regions
between the experimental and control samples.
3.3 OPEN JUNCTIONS :
A smalì number of open junctions were found in
three out of. four animals in this study. The open junctions
were found only in the venous capiìlaries and the post-
capi I lary-si zed venules where the vesseì wal ls were
relative'ly thin. The basement membrane was intact and
compìetely surrounded the vessels. The percentage of open
junct'ions found was 4.8% of the total number of junctìons
investigated (comprising 1.6X from the control samples and
3.2% from the experimental samples).
In the control samples, open junctions were found
in 2 an'imals (animals number 12 and 13). The percentage of
open junctions formed 3.1% of the total for the control
samples. In the experimenta'l samples, open junctions were
a'lso found only in 2 animals but in a different combination
(animals number 13 and 14). The percentage of open junctions
formed 6.6% of the total for the experimental samples.
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rn animal number 13, the number of open junctions
was signjficantly hjgher than in other anima'ls which was 6ox
of the tota'l number of open junctions found. rf the animal
number 13 was excluded, the percentage of open junctions in
the control samples (z.s%) was c'lose to the percentage of
open junctjons in the experimental sampìes (2.7%). However,
due to the very sma'l I number of open junctions, a statistical
anal ysi s of the si gni fi cant di fferences between the
experimental and control samples could not be done. The
distribution of the open junct'ions in the experimental and
control sampìes is shown in Figure s.ll. The pore size of
















R-1 1 R-12 R-13 R-14 TOTAL
I æNTRoL ffi EXPERIMENT
FrcuRE 5.11 Histogram illustrating the distribution of the
open junctions in the four animals.
TABLE 5.8 The width of the open junctions in nanometers.






















FTGURE 5.12 An open junction from a venous capíltary with a
diameter of 6.7 nicrons. The síze of the pore is 37g nn. The
surrounding basement nembrane is indicated by arrow heads.
L, luminal síde; Bar, 5O nm.




4.1 JUNCTION DEPTH :
The depth of the junction measured from the
ìumina'l end to the ablumina] end had a strong correlation to
the endothel ìal wa] I thickness measured across the m'idd'le of
the junction. Because there was no statisticaìly significant
difference of junctìon depth and endothelial wall thickness,
the results were combined for a test of significance of the
regression between the junction depth and wall thickness.
The equation of the regressìon line is:-
Q2 = 208.9 + 0.O48 (+O.011)Ql
IF'zg2 = 17 .22 , (P<0.001 )
Ql = Juncti on depth , Q2 = endothe'l i al wal 'l th i ckness
From the equat'ion of the regression 'l ine, it means
that for every unit of increase in the junction depth, the
endothelial wall thickness increases 0.O48 unit.
The depth of junctions in the control and the
experimental PDL ìs shown in Table s.9. collecting venules
were excluded due to the small sampìe size.
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4.2 JUNCTION WIDTH :
The width of the junction was measured in four
different regions. The width at the luminal and the
abluminaì ends showed a greater variabiìity than the width
measured at the'lumina] 1/s and the abtuminal 1/9. However,
there were no statistical differences among the four regìons.
Therefore, the width of the junction in different reg.ions
(W1, W2, W3, W4) was combined together in the statistical
anal ysi s,
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The width of the junctions was measured in
s'eciric'":t.ï..':::l::: as ;-
close regions,
- non-crose/tigrìt regions with a uniform wìdth,
and - non-crose/tìght regions with a non-uniform width.
4-2.1 Tiqht resion: Because there was a fusion between
the two opposing membranes at the tight region, there was no
space between the two endotheliaì walls (width = O).
4.2-2 crose reqion: The width at the crose region was
approximately 5-6 nm. There was no difference in the width
of the crose region between the contror and the experimentar
samp'l es .
4'2'3 Ngn-cloFe/tight resion: The iunctions jnvestigated
were divided into two types according to the width at the
non-close/ti ght region ;_
r'uniform type This type of junction disprayed a
rerativeìy uniform width between the two opposing
membranes (Figure 5.13). The width at the non-
cìose/tight region was approximateìy ZO nm.
rr'Non-uniform type The enìarged width between the two
opposi ng membranes ( 'lacunae ) was seen al ong the
depth in this type of junction (Figure s.14). The
width of the ,lacuna' varied great.ly. The width of
this region varied from 2s nm. up to g5 nm. There
was a tendency for this type of junction to be





FrcuRE 5-13 A junction with a uniform width from a venorrs
capillary with a diameter of 4.4 microns. The width of the
non-cIose/tight region is approxinately lB nm. L, luminal
side; Bar, SO nm.
uranyr acetate and Reynords' read stain. x t70K.
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FTGURE 5.14 A junction with non-uniforn width fron a
terminal arteriole with a diameter of g mícrons. The arrow
heads índicate the 'lacuna' where the width between the two
membranes increased. The width across the lacuna is 67 nm.
L, luminal side; Bar, 50 nm.
Uranyl acetate and Reynolds' lead stain. X t7OK.
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4.3 A COMPARISON OF JUNCTION VIIDTH IN TIGHT JUNCTIONS
AND CLOSE JUNCTIONS
In the separate analysis of junction
between ti ght j uncti ons and c'lose j uncti ons, i t was
that tight junctions and crose junctions behaved differentry
in changing width as the result of extrusive loads. The
junction width of the close junctions increased
sign'if icantìy after the extrusive load was appl ied (p<0.0r ),
while the change in the junction width of tight junctions
was not significant. The increase in the junction width
was mainly from the non-close/tìghtregions, while the width
at the c'lose regìons was fai rly constant. The increase in
the junction widths was 9.4%. Table s.10 shows the average
junction width in close junctions.
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FrcuRE 5.15 The distribution of close junction width in
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In order to classify the type of junctions
correctly, the use of a goniometer was necêssary. In
several junctìons what appeared to be a membrane fusion when
viewed at the plane of section was shown not to be so with
the use of the goniometer. When viewed at a tilted angle
there yras a c'learly visib'le gap between the two opposing
membranes (Figure 5. 16).
Whi'le using the goniometer to tjtt the section to
di f f erent angl es re'l at j ve to the el ectron beam, the
d'imensions of the junction changed. If the section u,as
tilted around the axis thaÈ vlas parallel to the endothelial
wal 1, the change in the dimension was not significant
(Figure 5.16). However, if the section was tilted around
the axis that uras at right angles to the plane of the
endothel ial wal l, the dimensions of the junctìon yúere
dramatically changed (Figure 5.17). Although the dimensions
of the junction were to be measured from the microgaphs that
were presumably taken at a right angle to the plane of the
opposing membranes, the selection of the micrograph was
based on visual judgement. The variabi l'ity in the dimensions
of the junction was therefore very high. The variability in







FIGURE 5.16 The junction in the figure (A) appears to have
two areas of membrane fusion (arrow heads) at the luninal
and the abluminal ends. After the section nas tilted by a
goniometer clockwise 25o around the X-axis, as in fígure
(B), the two fusion areas appear to have a gap of
approxinately l2 nm. between them. This junction was then
cTass if ied as a 'close junctíon'. L, luminal side; Bar, 50




FIGURE 5.17 The nicrograph in figure (a) was taken at Oo.
After the section was ti tted clockwise s4" around the y-axis
the dinensíon of the junction was dramaticatly changed as
seen ín f igure (B). L. luminat side; Bar, tOO nm.




1 .1 RAT AS AN EXPERIMENTAL MODEL :
Seve ra I ì nvest i gators have used rats a6 an
experìmental mode'ì in studies of the periodontal ì igament
(PDL), incìudìng Macapanpan, 1954; Kindlova and Matena, 19S9,
1962; Berni ck, 1962; K'indl ova, 1968; Garf unkel and Sci aky,
1971; Edwall, 1982; Weekes, 1983; Weekes and Sìms, 1996.
The effects of appl ied forces, tens'ion or pressure, to the
periodontal ligament of rats have also been reported
(Piekarski and Cohen, 1962:' Carraza et âl., 1966; Baumrind,
1969; Rygh, 1972a, 1972b, 1976; Bondevik, 19gO; Cho et âì.,
1982; Gaengler and Merte, 1983; Shore et â1., 1994; Michaeli
et â1., 1985; Clark, 1986; Lew, 1986; Berkovitz et a1., l9B1;
Engstrom et â1., 1988).
Cooper (1988) chose the rat as the experjmental
animal in her study because of easy access, low cost and ease
of standardization. rn addition, more is known coì lectively
regarding the rat PDL than for any other animal species, so
further invest'igat'ions can only lead to the development of
more complete hypotheses related to the structure and
function of the PDL.
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1 .2 AREA OF I-NVESTIGATION .
The pDL at the mesiar root region was chosen
the area of the investigatìon. The mesial root is
largest and reast curved compared to the other roots.
process of bi ìateral sectioning is therefore easier
perform. Furthermore, this investigat.ion was designed







root is curved, both tensioned and pressured areas would
occur dependìng on the morphology of the root.
The effect of an extrusive ìoad at the apicaì
region of the mesial root has been investigated by Çìark
(1986), Lew (1986) and cooper (1988). cooper (1988) stated
that according to the morphology of the mesial root which has
a compricated mesio-paratar deviation from the verticaì axis,
a purìy axiaì ext,rusion without incorporating a tipping
vector was almost impossibìe. Re.lative to the,.pressure_
tension" hypothesis (Baumrind, 1969), the apicaì zone of the
mesia'l root of the maxi l lary f i rst molar should be
representative of a tension zone after apprication of an
extrusive force.
In th i s i nvesti gat.ion, the area of study was the
PDL at the most mesiar area from the aìveoìar bone crest
level down to the end of the root. According ta cooper
(1988), it was ìikeìy that these areas represented both
tensioned and pressured pDL depend.ing on the direction af the
tipping vector present during the application of extrusive
load. rt was impossibìe to'identify the pure tensioned or
pressured areas of the pDL in this study because of the
tipping vector. This study was therefore a demonstration of
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vascu]ar reaction to an external force which was assumed to
cause principal'ly tension in the PDL. In addition, the
vascul ar di stri but'ion i n the PDL f rom the cervi cal to api ca'l
reg'ions is d'ifferent (S'ims, 1983). Therefore, the direct
comparison of the effect of extrusive loads between the
present study and the previous studies (C'l ark, 1986; Lew,
1986; Cooper, 1988) would be inappropriate.
1 .3 EXTRUSIVE LOAD :
The 1 . 0 N f orce was se I ected to be used 'i n
'investigation to be comparable with the loads used by
authors in the'i r studies on tooth movement of rat molars
Gjane'l ly (1969) - used tipping forces of O.5 N - 1.S N.
Azuma(1g7O) - used tipping forces of 0.8 N - 2 N.
Lew (1986) - used an extrusive force of 1.O N.
Cooper (1988) - used an extrusive force of 1.O N,
Moxham and Berkovj tz ( 1 989 )





According to the small size of the
this extrusive load was considered to be very
to orthodont'ic forces used in humans.
rat,
high
1 .4 FIXING AGENTS AND ENDOTHELIAL JUNCTIONS :
The preservati on of membranes i s i mportant 'in the
study of i nterceì I ul ar junct'ions. The appearance of the
Èri I ami nar structure, refered to as a uni t membrane, shou'ld
be c'learìy vjsible. The measurement between the two opposing
membranes will then be accurate. This appearance was also
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important in the identification
pentalaminar structure should also
membrane fusion.
of j uncti on ty
be visible where
In the present study, the tissue was fixed by the
'double fixation' method, i.e. primary fixation in aldehyde
(glutara'ldehyde and paraformaldehyde) fol lowed by ,post-
f i xati on' 'i n' osm'i um tetrox i de . Th i s method comb i nes the
advantages of both fixatives. Phosphoìipid membranes are
we'l 'l preserved by osmi um tetroxi de wh i I e the proteì n
components such as cytoplasm and mitochondria are we'l l
preserved by a'ldehyde (V,leak1ey, 't972).
It is likely that the space between neighboring
cell membranes could have been 'i nfìuenced by the fixation
procedures (Palade et.al., 1979). Atdehyde fixation results
in a change of the endothelial junctions from the low to the
hish resistance state (Fawcett, 1981). Therefore, the rare
leaks found 'in certain investigations are a response to the
experimenta'l f ixation (Bundgaard, 1984). on the other hand,
mechanical manipuìation and exposure of the tissue to light
and ai r, precedìng f ixation was f ound to induce 'l eak
formation (Simìonescu et âl . , 1 979). Casley-Smith ( 19gl )
reported that the width and depth of the various regions of
the junctions in freeze-subst'itution observations are
si m'i I ar to those observed i n chemi cal f i xati on.
A'ìthough the effect of f ixìng agents can inf luence
the sjze of the junction, this investigation wou'ld stjll be
val i d as i t i s the comparison between norma] and tens'ioned
PDL under the same cond'itions.
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1.5 ANIMAL VARIABILITY :
In the stati sti cal anaì ysi s of ani mal vari abi 'l i ty
in the present study, it was found that the differences
amongst these four animaìs h,ere significant (p<O.OS). The
resul ts f rom anima'l number 13 had the hi ghest vari ati on
compared to other animals. The results of the whole
experiment may then be effected by the result from animal
number 13. Al though Èhe animal vari abi I 'ity was taken i nto
account in the analysis, the standard error of the experiment
was st'i ìl effected by the results from this animal . There
was no def inite reason why these differences occured.
Therefore, there was no reason why animal number 13 should be
excluded even though the results were sìgnificantly different
from the other animals. rn order to overcome the problem of
animal variabi'l ity, a larger number of an'imaì samples should
be considered in future research.
1 .6 SAMPLE SIZE :
The tota'l number of vessels in this study was 31O
(control = 160, experiment = 150). when atl the vessels were
'included in the analysis, the sample size was considered to
be adequate. However, after the vessels were divided into
different types, the sample size of each vesse] type was then
reduced s'ignif ìcantly. Cot lecting venules were excluded f rom
the study due to inadequate sample s'ize. The sampìe size for
terminal arte'rioles was also considered to be very sma'l I
(control = 21, experiment = 8).
In the
from each vessel
anal ys'is of the junctìon widths, the resu'lt
stati sti caì I y si gni fi canttype was not
'to2
except in Èermina] arterioles. After the the vessels were
combi ned as venous type ( venous capi I 'lari es, post-capi 'l I ary
sized venuìes, col lecting venutes) and arteriaì type
(arterial capi I laries, terminal arterioles), the results
became marginal ly sìgnificant (venous type p=O.OSS, arterial
type p=0.O57). When all the vessels were combined together
in the analysis, the change in the size of the junction width
was significant (p<0.01 ).
In order to improve accuracy in the experiment, âñ
adequate sample size for each type of b'lood vesse] shou'ld be
considered. The sample size of each vesse'l type should be
equal, the direct comparison among different vessel types
would then be valid.
2. ACCURACY IN MEASURING METHOD
The factors that effected the
measurement of the junction dimensions were
accuracy in the
as fol lows; -
2.1 THE INTERPRETATION OF TWO DIMENSIONAL IMAGES FBOM
THREE DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURES :
In measuring the junction dimensions, the
identifìcation of the opposing membranes is'important. The
image of a sheet-like object varies depending on the plane of
section relative to the electron beam. Figure 6.'l shows the
different images of the same object viewed at the different
angìes.
To cor rect 1 y def i ne the marg.i n of the ce I 'l
membrane, the membrane needs to be viewed exactly at a right-
angle. rf the membrane goes through obliquely the margin of
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the membrane wi I I appear 'less def inite. what appears to be
black dense rines when viewed at a right-angre wirr become a








FIGURE 6.1 Variation in apparent ínage of a
object passi ng at di fferent angles through
(Weak1ey,1972)
sheet-like
a sect i on.
By using a gon'iometer, the section can be ti rted
at various angles relative to the electron beam. However,
the endotheliar junctìon is a 3-dimensionar structure, and
what appears to be a right-angle at the luminal end may not
appear to be a right-angle at the abluminal end.
2.2 SECTION THICKNESS :
u'rtra-th'in sections are necessary for this study.
w'ith i ncreases i n secti on thi ckness , f ewer and f ewer gaps
between the two opposing membranes can be identified. Figure
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6.2 shows the effect of the
'i dent'i f i cat'i on of a gap between
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FfGURE 6.2 The effect of
identification of a gap between
section thickness in the
cel l s. ( Bundgaard, 1 984 )
Bundgaard (1984) stated the basic assumptìon for
the analysis; that a gap can be identjfied only 'if it extends
throughout more than 50% of the sectjon thickness (Figure 6.2
a). rf the membranes correspond'ing to the closed part of the
cleft extend through 50% of the section or more, the electron
densìty of these membranes implies that the gap becomes
blurred in the projected ìmage (Fìgure 6.2 b).
ïhe appearances of punctate junctions studied
by Bundgaard (1984) have three subdivisions (Fìgure 6.3).
However, jt is possible that these differences in appearance
are the resu I t of secti on th'ickness and the ang I e at wh i ch





FIGURE 6.3 Subdivision of the appearances of the punctate
junctions. (a) close apposition; (b) contact between
membranes; (c) apparent fusion of menbranes. (Bundgaard,
1s84).
2.3 STAINED SECTIONS :
Vlhen the secti ons are stai ned, i t i s ht ghl y I i-kel y
that the staining, or- its effect on contrast, is non-uniform
through the section. fn section-stained materìal, much of
the stain ìies in the section itself, rather than actually on
the surface. Th ì s stai ned depth i s shown be
approx'imatel y 4 nm. deep, but thi s depth may i ncl ude surf ace
aggregates (approximately 1 nm.) as well (Casley-Smith et
â1 .,1978). The estimation of the junction d'imension has to
take this factor into account. Since the staining is
ef fective'ly conf i ned to the f i rst 4 hD. , then the sections
are often effectively only 4 nm. thick (Casley-Smith, 1981).
2.4 GONIOMETER :
A goniometer is very
tight reg'ions of the junctions.
necessary for exploring the
Because of the irregularity
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of the PDL vessels'in the constant plane of sectionìng, it is
un'l ike'l y that the majority of junctions will be perfect'l y
cross-sectioned. Therefore, it is more lìkeìy that the
opposed pl asma membranes appear to f use w'i th each other.
With the gonìometer, the narrowest portions can be rotated so
that fusion areas can be more read'i 'l y clarified. The
classificat,ion of each junct'ion is therefore more accurate.
Casl ey-Smì th ( 1 981 , 1 983 ) stated that because
S'imionescu et al .,(1978) did not use a goniometer to study
the junct'ions, the results of their studies are different.
Sim'ionescue et âl . , ( 1978) found that close junctions are
much more common i n post-cap ì 'l ì ary venu I es than they are i n
the other capi ì 1arìes, whi le Casley-Smith ( 1se1,1983) found
them equaì 1 y common 'in al I types of capi I I ari es.
In the present i nvesti gat'ion, w'i th routi ne TEM
examination most of the junctìons were found to have at least
one tight regìon which would be c'l assified as a tight
junctìon. However, after using a goniometer, most of the
t'ight regions appeared as close regìons. Consequently, the
junctions were re-classified as c'lose junctions.
A d'ifference in the dimensions of junctìons was
found during examination at different angles. The difference
in the depth was greater than the difference in the width.
The measurements were taken from the prints that were assumed
to be taken at the right angles to the plane of junction.
However, th'i s assumption was justified by the v'i sual
judgement. The errors of the measurement wì ll be less if the
measu rement techn i que i s cons'i stent .
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2.5 RESOLUTION AND ACCURACY OF THE ELECTRON MICROSCOPE :
The electron microscope used in the present study
(JEM-20O0 FX) has a resolution of 30 Â. This means that if
the gap between the two membranes i s smal 'ler than 30 A ( S
nm. ) it would be inv'is'ible.
The accuracy of the electron microscope was tested
at the El ectron Opti ca'l Center, The Uni versi ty of Adel ai de.
The series of m'icrographs taken at different rnagnification
rdas tested aga'inst a repì ica of a difiraction grating. The
error was found to be less than 5%. This was also confirmed
by the test in this study.
2.6 POSITION OF THE SPECIMEN :
Magnification will vary with the position of the
specimen on the electron mfcroscope axis. If the grid that
holds the specìmens is not perfectly flat, a variation in the
magnificatjon wilì occur. The micrographs that are taken
from the area away from the center of the field also have
higher distortion.
2.7 PRINTING :
Because the width of the junctions was very small,
the direct measurements taken from the micrographs were
inappropriate. The micrographs were photographicat ly
enlarged. The reference lines þ{ere drawn on the prints which
made for more consistency in the measurement. However,
errors couìd have occured during processìng. The error in




of the final results. Moreover, some shrinkage
may occur while processing.
Although there were several factors affectìng the
measuring method, these factors would be s'imilar to both
experimental and controì samples. Therefore, these errors
would cancel out in the analysìs of the junctions.
3. BLOOD VESSELS
3.1 CLASSIFICATION OF BLOOD VESSELS :
The classìfication of b'lood vessels in th'is study
was based on the criteria establ ished by Rhodin ( 1 967, 1 968),
Freezer (1984), C'lark (1986) and Lew (1986). However, the
dì ameters of venous capi I I ari es and arteri al cap'i I I arì es were
adjusted to conform with the morpho'logy of the present
materi a'l . The di ameters of both venous and arteli al
capì l'laries in this study were smal ler compared to the
previous studies. Due to the low magnificatìon used in the
'identjfication of b'lood vesseìs, a d'i stjnction between
pericytìc and non-pericytìc venules could not be conducted
accuratel y. Therefore, perì cyti c and non-pericyti c venu'les
were class'if ied as the same type of blood vessel.
The vesse'ls classified as'termìnal arterioles' in
this study were c'lassif ied as 'precapì'l lary sphìncters' in
Gooper's study ( 1988 ) . Cl assi f i cati ons of b'lood vessel s are
s'l i ght'ly di fferent accordì ng to di f f erent authors (Rhod'in,
1967,1968; |,loìff , 1977; Sìmionescu and Simionescu, 1984;
Freezer, 1984; Clark, 1986). This is partly because of the
different tissues studied. Caution should be exerc'ised when
a comparison is attempted.
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3.2 BLOOD VESSEL MORPHOLOGY :
There were some differences in blood vessel
morphology between the contro'l and experiment sampìes. The
wal'ls of the blood vessels in the experimenta'l samples were
corrugated and had more f i nger- 1 i ke project'ions i nto the
lumen (Fìgure 5.2). These differences were seen more often
in the venous capi I laries. Accordìng to Casìey-Sm'ith ( 1979),
the immediate vascular reaction in acute inflammation is
characterised by the appearance of inflammatory cel'ls which
pass through the open junctions. This generally occurs
wjth'in 30 mjnutes. It 'is therefore unl ikely that these
phenomena represented the inflammatory stage of the tissue
due to the absence of inflammatory cells.
It 'is postulated that these phenomena were caused
by the reduction of internal vascular pressure. After the
extrusive force was applied, tension in the PDL occured. The
vascular f ]ow of the b'lood vessels that were trapped between
the stretched PDL was then reduced. As a consequence of
internal pressure reduction, an elastic recoil of the vesse'l
walls occurred which gave the appearance of corrugated walls.
Th'i s hypothesi s was al so supported by the stati sti cal
ana'l ysì s that the d'iameter of the venous capi I l ari es was
reduced in the experimenta'l samples (p<0.OO1, Table S.1).
However, f or the other types of vesse'ls, the change i n the
vesse'l diameter was not sign'ificant.
3.3 DISTRIBUTION OF BLOOD VESSELS :
The distribution of the PDL






their study that the tooth 1/3 contains the smalìest vascular
volume. However, the vascu'lar volume found in the middle 1/3
and bone 1/3 j n thi s sÈudy was equal whi le i n the prev'ious
study, the mjdd]e 1/3 contained the greatest volume.
The di stri buti on of the vessel s f rom the cervi ca]
region down to the apicaì region was not consistent. A
signìficant conclusion could not be drawn from this study.
3.4 BLOOD VESSEI TYPE AND JUNCTION MORPHOLOGY :
In this study the venous type vessels (venous
capi 11aries, postcapi 1lary-sized venules, col lectìng venu'les)
showed the s i mp'l est appearance of the j unct i ons . The
appearance .of the arteria'l capillary was more curvy and the
junctions in terminal arterioles had the most complexity.
Simionescu et al. (1975a) described the segmental
differentiations of cell junctions in the microvasculature.
The'i r report that the smal I venu'les ( peri cyti c venul es ) have
the sìmplest orientation of the junction was confirmed by
this study.
The organization of endotheìial junctions studied
by Bundgaard (1984) showed a similar pattern of the lines of
contact (tight junctions) reconstructed from the venules and
the capìllaries. Occasìonally, however, the venular junctions
showed a comp'l exi ty greater than that observed i n
capi l'laries. D j rect comparision with the present study yras
not valid since the reconstruction of juncÈions from thin
serial sections is required.
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4. ENDOTHELIAL JUNCTIONS
There were three types of junctions found in this
study, i.ê., tight junctions, close junctions and open
junctions. No gap junctions þrere found. This study supports
the study of Simionescu et.al. (1975a) that gap juctions were
not present in the capi I laries and pericyt'ic venules. The
presence of gap junct'ions i s more common i n the I arger
vesse'ls such as arterioles, arterìes and veins.
In the present study, the vessels jn the pDL
consi sted of venous capì 'l l aries, arterial capì 1 l ari es, post-
capìl'lary-sjzed venu'les, terminal arterioles and small
col lecting venules. The vessel wa'l ls were very, thin and
consist of t to 2 ìayers of cells. The exchange of fluid and
substrates is the major function of these vessels. The
communication between cel]s may not be very important. This
mi ght be the reason why the communi cat'ing junct'ions or gap
junctions were absent.
4.1 TIGHT JUNCTIONS i
The percentage of tight junctions compared to the
tota'l number of junctions ìn this study was approx'imately
20%. There was no significant difference in the number of
tight junctions between the contro'l and the experimental
samples. Furthermore, from the chi-square ana'lysis there were
no differences in the proportion of tight junctions among
d i f f e rent typs of bì ood vesse'l s .
Approximately 87%
in the luminal third. This
88% of the tight regions were
theresult was consistant with
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result found in epithelium (Fawcett 1981). However,
Schneeberger and Lynch (1984) made the generalised statement
that the tight regions are often found in the midpoint rather
than at the apex of the intercellular space.
The appearance of tight junct'ions in the PDL in
this study þras similar to the appearance of tight junctions
in the dental pu]p described by Tabata and Semba (1987). The
area of membrane fusion h,as a 'spot-fusion' rather than a
'zone-fusion'. This appearance should be confirmed by the
examination of freeze-fracture repl icas.
The extrusive load did not have any effect on the
number or dimensions of the t,'ight junctions. Ne'ither the
width nor the depth of the tight junctions changed
significantly. The results of this study suggest that the
tight regions of the tighÈ junctions were permanent
structures which would not change from the effect of
short-term mechanical stimul i . Inoue et.al. ( t987 ) showed
the evi dence of the morphol ogi caì changes of i ntercel I ul ar
junctions in the rat submandibular gland treated by long-term
( lO days) repeated administration of isoproterenal.
Muhleisen eÈ.a.l. (1989) demonstrated the structural
a'lterations in vascu'lar endothel ia'l tight junctions in vítro
during the period of 1 - 6 days. Whether Iong-term
mechanica'l stìmuli can have an effect in changing the
structure of tight junctions, needs to be studied in future
research.
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4.2 CLOSE JUNCTIONS : ,
C'lose junctions comprised the majority of junction
types found in the PDL microvascu'lar bed. The percentage of
c'lose junctions i n the present study was approximatel y 80%.
This was considered to be very high compared to the 5x of
c'lose junctions found in dog muscular capi l laries (Casley-
Smith, 1975) and 7% found in mouse diaphragm capi I laries
(Casley-Smith 1981). This difference may imply that the PDL
microvasculature is highly permeable.
According to the responses to the extrusive loads,
c'lose junctions were found to behave dìfferently from tight
junctions. A'lthough the number of close junctìons did not
change significantly, the change in the junction width was
significant (p<0.O1 ). Thus, it can be concluded that an
extrusive load has the effect of increasing the width of the
close junctions. As close junctions comprised the majority of
junctions, 'it is then possible that the permeabì t'ity of the
PDL vasculature is increased as a result of an extrusive
I oad
4.3 OPEN JUNCTIONS :
Open junctions were rarely found in the PDL
microvascular bed. Although open junctions are commonly
f ound i n 'i nf l ammatory ti ssue, they can al so be f ound
occasionaìly in normal tissue. No inflammatory cells were
found in this study. Therefore, the presence of the open
junctions did not indicate that the tissue þras in the
i nf 'lammatory stage.
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Simionescue et.al. (t975a) stated that there was
no agreement about the relatìve frequency in the appearance
of either tjght or open junctions. The authors suggested
that this may be because of the difference in the tissues and
areas studied.
Open junctions were found only in venous
capillaries and post-capillary sized venules in this study.
These types of vessels are more 'leaky' and more sensitive to
stimulation than other types of vessels (Cas'ley-Smith 1979,
1sB3).
Because of a very sma'l 1 sample size, a statistical
analysis cou'ld not be done. Although the number of the open
j uncti ons 'increased i n the experi mental sampl es, i t couì d not
be concluded that this was a result of the extrusive load.
5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
In the study of endothelial junctions, there are
three major methods for preparing membranes for examination
in the electron microscope. They are thin-sectìoning,
negat'ive staining and f reeze-cleaving (f reeze-etching).
Freeze-cìeaving and freeze-etching techniques have
recent'l y contr i buted i mportant new i nf ormati on on membrane
ultrastructure. The combjnation of the two techniques al'lows
a three-dimensional reconstruction of membrane structure at
the supramo'lecu'lar ì eve'l ( reviewed by Staehel i n, 1974 ) . The
information on the inner sides of the two opposìng membranes
(E-face and P-face) can be obtained by these methods.
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It is not only the type of junction that is
important in cell permeability but also its orientation. The
number of 'l i nes of the ti ght j unct i ons was f ound to be
associated with the permeability of the tissue (Schneeberger
and Lynch, I 984 ) . Fragmentatj on of the I i ne of ti ght
junctions was aìso found in leaky epithelia (van Deurs and
Kohe'ler, 1 979 ) . Thi s i nformati on cannot be obtai ned by the
thin-sectioning technique in the present study. Currently,
there is no information on the orientation of junctions in
the PDL mi crovascu'lar bed. Further research i n thi s area




There were five types of blood vessels found in the PDL
microvascular bed of the rat max'i I I ary f i rst molar,
i .e, , venous capi I laries, arterial capi 1 ìaries, post-
capi l lary-sized venu'les, terminal arterioles and smal'l
col I ect'ing venul es.
As a result of the extrusive load, the diameter of
venous capi I laries reduced significanÈly (p<0.001 ).
A change in the morphology of this type of vessel was
found, such âs, corrugated endothel i al wal I s and
numenous finger-like projections into the lumen.
The endothelial junctions of the vessels wjth
relatively thin wal'ls such as venous capi l laries, post-
capi I lary-si zed venules and col lectìng venules
displayed 'simple type' morphology. Arterial
capìllaries tended to have a 'curvy type' junction
whereas terminal arterioles had the most complicated
'convoluted type' junctions.
2
4 There were three
this study, i.e.
open junctions.
types of endothelial junction found in
tight junctions, cìose junctions and
No gap junctions were found.
5 Close junctions ylere the most common type of junction
f ound and comprised approximately 80X of a'l 'l PDL
junctions. Open junctions were rarely found (4f).
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6 Open j unct i ons were found on I y i n the venous
capi I laries and postcapi I ìary_sized venules.
7 There was
tens i oned
no significant difference between normar and
PDL in the number of close junctions, tight




According to the chi-square anarysis, the proportion of
t'ight junctions was not statisticar ry signif icant for
different types of blood vessels.
The junction width was c'assified in four categories;-
1 ) Tight region width was o nm. (fusion of membranes)
2) Close region width was approximately 5_6 nm.
3) Non-crose/tight region width of uniform type
junctions was approximately ZO nm.
4) Non-crose/tight region width of non-uniform type
junctions ranged from ZO nm. up to 95 nm.
The width of the close junctions increased (9.¿X) as a
result of the extrusive force (p<O.Ot) while the width
of the tisht junctions did not change significantry.
Because close junctions comprised approximately gOX of
all the iunctions, it is hypothesized that the close
junctìons were one of the major pathways of fruid and
substrate exchange incident to the extrusive road.
11- The change in the junction width was significant at the
non-close/tight regions whire the width at the crose







The endothel i aì junctions of
are often found to have more
morphology than normal PDL.
the Èensioned PDL
non-un'i f orm wi dth
Tight regions of tjght junctions were commonly found 'in
the luminal third (87.5%). Those tight junctions which
had tight regions in the middle third or the abluminal
third of the endothe'l ia'l junction, were found onìy in
the apìca1 third levels.
The tight regìons appeared as 'spot-fusion' between the
two opposi ng membranes rather than ' zone-fus i on' .
However, the ultrastructuraì organization of the tight
junctìons needs to be confirmed with a freeze-fracture
repl ica investi gation.
There was a strong correlation between the junction
depth and the thickness of the endothelial walls across
the middle of the junction.
The animal variabìlity in this study was sìgnificantìy
high (p<0.05) especia'l 1y in animal number 13 which
resulted ìn the high standard devjations. However, for
stati sti cal purposes, a1 I the ani ma'ls were i ncl uded i n




Experiment Primary Perfusate (E.P.P. )
1 .o s. Na4Fe(CN)6.1oH2O
0.475 9. NaC'l
3.0 g. Dextran (¡1.W.-70,000)
Test ion is Sodium ferrocyanide. (U.W.212)
(B.D.H.,England)
Dissolve the powders in 10O ml. of mitlipored
d.d. water, Prepare the perfusate on the day requìred.
To f i'l 'l the perfusion pressure bottle for perfusìon of
3 rats, 2OO m'l . of solution is suff icìent.
2 Tris (Ethytenediamine) Cobalt III Chtoride
Referred to as cobalt salt, this salt
unavailable commercia'l ly, but is not difficu'lt
prepare (Work, 1946) and stores indefinately.
ls
to
The salt used in this investigation was
prepared at the Department of Physical and Inorganic
Chemistry, The University of Adelaide.
Chemical formula: ICo(en)gJCl3 (M.W. 399.64)
To prepare cobalt salt, coo'l a solution of 25
m1 . 98% ethylenediamine 'i n 53 ml . of water on ice.
Then add 1 1 .7 ml . HCI (conc. ). To this, add a
sol uti on of 25 .7 g. CoCl 2.6HZO i n 53 ml . of water.
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Add 33 ml. HZOZ and rotate in a vacuum condenser until
a precipitate begins to form. At thjs point, add 17
ml . HCI (conc. ) and 33 ml . ethano'l . After this, cooì
the solut'ion on ice, f i lter and wash wìth 90% ethanol
unÈi'l the washing solution is colourless. Dry 'i t
at 110'C in an oven to constant we'ight. The yìeìd is
app rox i mate'l y 20 g .
Experimental Primary Fixative (E.P.F. )
fhe fixatjve contains 2% paraformaìdehyde,
and 2% gl utaral dehyde i n O. 1 cacody'late buf fer. The
osmo'larìty is adjusted with the cobalt salt and NaCl,
Dextran is added to avoid possi ble crystal loid and
osmotic pressure alterations at the moment of fixation.
( Bohman, 1 97O )
Per 1O0 ml. solution:
2.14 9. Sodium cacodyìate
O.475 g. NaGl
1.0 g. Cobalt salt (Appendìx 2)
3.O g.Dextran (M.þf. -70,0O0)
Make fresh as required. Dissolve the powder
in 72 m'l . millipored d.d. water. When the animal is
ready to be cannulated add :-
I ml . 25 % glutara'ldehyde (Zx in so'lution)
20 ml, 1O% paraformaldehyde (Appendix a)
Adjust the pH to 7.O and refrigerate until
ready to perfuse with fixative.
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4 1O% Paraformaldehyde
Dissolve 1O g. paraformaldehyde powder (TAAB
Lab, Reading, Berkshjre) in 100 m1. millìpored d.d.
water at 65"C. Add a few drops of NaOH to c'lear the




Pentobarbitone sodium (Ceva chemica]s) was
I.P. at room temperature, usìng a single-use
guage needle attached to a 1 ml. syringe.
Dosage: O.4 ml . of 20 mg.,/mt. per 10O g.
body weight. A dosage of approxì-
mate'ly O.4 mì. of 60 mg./n1 . was
required for a 30O g. rat.
Presentat'i on: Provided in a bulk 10O ml.
dispenser, for use with animal
only.
6. Anticoagulant
Heparin'injection B.P. (containìng no anti-
septic) was suppl ied jn a 5 m1 . glass ampouìe (C.S. L. ,




O.O2 ml . of heparin sodium per 100
g. body weight.
I . V. ì njectì on femoraì vei n.
Djscard unused heparin once glass
via'l seal is broken.
Below 25"CStorage:
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7 Mi t I ipore Fi ltering
Doubl e di sti 'l I ed ( d. d. ) water was mi I t 'ipore
filtered through a O.22 micrometre filter (Millipore
Corporat'ion, Bedford, Mass. ) using a vacuum f i ltration
technìque (Ge'l lman, Ann Arber, Mich. ). Fi'ltration
through a millipore filter wilì remove any particu'late
matter that has the potential to obstruct fine
mi croci rcu'latory beds.
Decalcifying Solution
74.45 9. EDTA
18OO ml. 0.06 M cacodylate buffer (Appendix 9)
2OO ml . 25% g'lutaraldehyde
I
Shelf life: 7 days at 4"C
9. 0.06 M Gacodylate Buffer
25.68 g. Sodium cacodylate
2OOO ml . d.d. water
Djssolve the powder in water
20"c
She'lf 'l ife: 7 days at 4oC
1O. Tissue Processing
Transfer the trimmed tissues
ml. soda glass vials, half-filled
Dissolve EDTA in a
gentry heating. When cooìed,
to 6.0 at 4'C).
cacodyìate buffer by
add gìutaraldehyde (pH




cacodylate buffer, and press in a rotator overnight.
The following day, discontinue pressing but leave the
tissues in the rotator until finaì embedding occures.
Pipette the solution in and out of the individually
labelled glass v'iaìs, being careful not to touch the
t i ssues .
1
Post-fi xati on:










































1:3 propylene oxide : Agar 1OOR





up final embeddìng 10O%
overn i ght.
Agar 1OO R
solution in a fume cupboard
two paìrs of gloves, and a
Dav 3
Embed: Remove tissue samples from the'ir vials, and
us'ing a stereo-d'issecting microscope, p'lace with known
orientation into siticone rubber moulds. Incubate
resìn filled moulds at 37'C for 48 hours, then at 60'C
for a further 48 hours before coding and storing at
room temperature,
11. 2S Osmium Tetroxide in Double-disti I led ülater
1 g. OsOO in 50 ml. d.d. HZO
Method:' Beakers A - hot tap water
B - cold tap water
C ethanol 1OO%
Prepare the OsO4
with the operator wearing
resp'i ratory mask.
Place ampoule into Beaker A to dissolve the
crystals. Remove the 'labe'l f rom the ampou'le. Rotate
the ampoule to get an even film of OsO4 around the
ampoule. Thoroughìy clean the ampoule with a tissue
saturated in ethanol . Place the ampou'le into a thick
wal led screw top iar contai ni ng 50 ml . d. d. HZO.
Ensure the 'l id is firmly secured, and shake the jar
until the ampoule brakes. Wrap the jar in aluminium
fo'i 'l to excl ude the I i ght. If the sol ution i s exposed
to the l'ight, it wi'l 1 oxidise rendering it useless.
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Leave in fume cupboard at room temperature to dissolve
overn i ght .
Osmium tetroxide solution should not be kept
in the refrìgerator as the osmium oxidises more rapidly
at 4oC. The solution can only be used when it is
cìear.
12. Agar looR Embedding Resin
Agar lOOR (Agar Aids, ,Essex) is used for
embedding the tissue for transmission electron
microscope'investigations. The weight per oxide
equivalent for the agar is 145. The volumetric ratio
of the agar included is I solution A : 2 solution B.
Galculate the volume required as a muìtiple
of the basic WPE 145, 122 formula as follows:
Solution A Agar lOO (Agar Aids, Essex)
DDSA (Dodecenyl succinic
anhydride, Agar Aids,Essex)
1.OOml x 266 x 0.7
145
Total
Solution B: Agar 10O
MNA (Methyì nadìc anhydride,
Agar Aids, Essex)
i*3 m] . x 178 x o.7
Total
1.O0 ml.






Add B to A and mix together for a further 10
minutes. Total volume of 5.O4 mì. Add O.07 mì. of
BMDA (Benzyldimethylamine, Agar Aids, Essex),
calculated as O.014 x 5.40 m1. (fraction of the total
volume), and m'ix the resultant resin for another 1O
mi nutes.
Allow to stand for at least 30 minutes for
tissue inf i ltration , oF overnight for f jna'l embedding.
13. Stajning for 1
1:1 ratio of
micron Orìentation
1% Borax and O. 05%
Sections
Toluidine Blue
a) 1% Borax Sta'in
1 g. Sodium thiosulphate (Borax)
1OO ml . d. d. HZO
Di ssol ve by sti rri ng.
Avoid contact with skin.
Shelf life: 6 months at room temperature.
b) O.05% Toluidine Blue Stajn
O.05 g. Toluidine b'lue
1OO ml. d.d. HeO
Dj ssoi ve by sti rrì ng.
Avoid contact with skin.
Shelf life: 6 months at room temperature.
14. Staining for Silver Sections
a) Uranyl Acetate
0.5% uranyl acetate in 70% alcohol







alcohol made up to 25 mì. with millipored
by sti rri ng.
light by wrapping in aluminium foil.
3 months at room temperature.
b) Reynoìds' lead
Modified Reyno'lds' lead.
(i) 1.33 g. ìead nitrate
1.76 g. sodium citrate
30 ml. d.d. water
(ii) I ml. 1 N. sodium hydroxide
Vigorously shake ('i ) and aì low to stand f or 30
mjnutes, add (ii), then dilute to 50 ml. with
d.d. water, mixing by inversion.
Shelf life : 30 days at 4oC.
Discard if pH drops below 1 1.
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